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Paul Moss
in gun court
Political activist
pleads not guilty
By NATARIO
McKENZIE
Tribune Staff Reporter
nmckenzie@tribunemedia.net
POLITICAL activist
Paul Moss was taken
before the courts yesterday on a gun and ammunition charge.
According to court
dockets, Moss, 44, was
found in possession of an
unlicensed shotgun on
Monday, June 13, without
being the holder of a
firearms certificate at the
time.
Court dockets also state
he was found in possession
of eight shotgun shells.
Moss was escorted to
court in handcuffs yesterday afternoon.
He was arraigned
before Magistrate Joyann
Ferguson-Pratt in the gun
court, Court 9, Nassau
Street, and pleaded not
guilty to the charges.
His attorney, Geoffrey
Farquharson, told the
court that Moss was a businessman who had owned
the shotgun for many
years.
He said that while at
Potter’s Cay dock he was
asked to produce a license
for the firearm.
Mr Farquharson said
police kept the gun and
when Moss went to get the
receipt for the firearm this
morning he was arrested.
Moss was granted
$10,000 bail with one surety. He was ordered to

US FIRM FEARS
BEING CAUGHT
IN MINISTRY
CASH ‘SCANDAL’
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By NOELLE NICOLLS
Tribune Staff Reporter
nnicolls@tribunemedia.net

AN AMERICAN software company is concerned
it may be “in the middle of
some type of scandal” over
several million dollars in
Ministry of Education funds
that are allegedly unaccounted for.
Senior government officials claimed, upwards to $6
million was spent by the
government over the past
five years on student information software (SIS) software licensed by Software
Technology Inc (STI).
The software manages
student grades, attendance
records, class scheduling,
and other school data. It is
designed to provide realtime access to student
records for teachers, students, parents and administrators.
Company officials strongly refuted the claim. They
say the government spent a
fraction of the rumoured figure over the years. Andrew
Byer, STI executive vice
president of business development, said between 2006
and 2011 the Bahamas government paid STI exactly
$1,037,631. Eighteen schools
are currently on the STI system.
The $6 million figure is
being spread across education circles, amongst teachers, administrators and other interested parties, many
of whom are not satisfied
with the ministry’s implementation of the system.
When the claim was put
to Lionel Sands, director of
education, he said he was
uncertain about the full
expenditure. He confirmed
hearing about a $6 million

report to the Wulff Road
Police Station every Saturday before 6pm. The
case was adjourned to July
22 and 29.
Moss remained in court
until his bail was signed
and was then escorted to
the Nassau Street Police
Station.
Moments later he
addressed members of the
media: “Today I have
come upfront and close
with the criminal justice
system of our country. We
realise that what I’ve experienced today is small in
comparison to what others face.”
Moss, who heads the
People’s Deliverance Party (PDP), said the experience shows that he, as a
political leader, has experienced what young men
and young women face in
the country on a daily
basis.
Moss even described it
as a “blessing.”
“This is a blessing. I am
not hurt by this at all. I
think this is a blessing for
me to have gone throughout this because this is
what Bahamians face
every day,” Moss told the
press.
CHARGED: Leader of the
People’s Deliverance Party
Paul Moss is shown being
escorted to gun court
yesterday on Nassau Street.

SEE page nine
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CELL PHONE
PRICES ARE
‘SET TO
DROP SOON’

MORE NEWS INSIDE

MOBILE phone
users can expect to see
prices drop later this
month or early July,
said BTC executives.

SEE PAGE THREE

GOVT EXPECTS $60M
SAVINGS AS BARGING
OF WATER FROM
NORTH ANDROS
PHASED OUT

THE Government of the Bahamas
expects to save around $60 million
over the next 20 years as they work
to phase out the existing practice of
barging water from North Andros.

SEE PAGE TWO

TURNQUEST
DEFENDS THE
ROLE OF THE
PRIVY COUNCIL

THE London-based Privy
Council has been portrayed
as an obstacle to the Bahamas
carrying out the death penalty, but this is not the case,
according to a senior cabinet
minister.

SEE PAGE THREE

®
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Govt expects $60m
savings as barging
of water from North
Andros phased out
THE Government of the
Bahamas expects to save
around $60 million over the
next 20 years as they work to
phase out the existing practice
of barging water from North
Andros.
According to the Minister of
State for the Environment,
Phenton Neymour, the barging
of water was never meant to be
a permanent solution to the
water shortages in New Providence.
With the practice first beginning in the 1970s under the first

FUNERAL SERVICES
FOR THE REV
HAROLD SLATER

FUNERAL services for
the Rev. Harold Slater, who
was minister of Trinity
Methodist Church in the late
fifties into the sixties, will be
held on Friday, June 17, at 2
pm at Alton Methodist
Church, Hampshire, England.
Rev Slater, 88, who had
been in poor health for some
time died on May 28.

PLP administration, Mr Neymour said this process has
become untenable considering
the change in weather conditions, the cost of shipping, and
the decrease in the quality of
the water following a “salt
water intrusion” which
occurred in 2004.

Price
In addition, Mr Neymour
said the fact of the matter is,
Reverse Osmosis (RO) today
produces water cheaper than
the cost of barging it from
North Andros – a price difference of $6.20 per thousand gal-

lons from RO compared to $8
per thousand gallons via the
traditional barging.
The Water and Sewerage
Corporation (W&SC) has
already began the work to
replace the barging of water
from North Andros by issuing a
contract for the construction of
a new five-million gallon storage tank at the Blue Hill water
plant. This five-million gallon
tank, combined with the three
other five-million tanks currently in place will take the corporation’s total water storage
capabilities up to 20 million gallons at their ground station.
During a tour of the facility
and the site where the new
holding tank is expected to be
constructed, Mr Neymour
revealed that the total cost of
installing the new tank is
expected to cost the government somewhere between $3.5
to $4.5million.
This water, he explained, will
then be pumped up to the
W&SC’s ‘high level tanks’ at
the hill station on the top of
Blue Hill Road, where it will
be dispersed to the surrounding
area via gravity through the
water mains. This process, Mr
Neymour explained, is still the
most cost-effective way of delivering water.
With the new RO plant at
Blue Hills, Mr Neymour said
the government is expected to
save $2.7 million per year over

MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT Phenton Neymour tours the Blue Hill water plant yesterday.
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By PAUL G TURNQUEST
Chief Reporter
pturnquest@tribunemedia.net

the barging of water, with a
total savings of $60 million to
be realised over the next 20
years.
The new RO plant will also
help to supplement the existing plant that is capable of producing an additional 3.5 million
gallons per day, increasing the
guaranteed volume at Blue
Hills to approximately 7.5 million gallons a day, and bring
the total capacity to 10 million
gallons. This RO plant is being
funded by a private firm on a
build-own agreement, and is
not being funded by the government.
Mr Neymour said the government expects to have the
RO plant completed by September of this year, and expects
to cease the barging of water
from North Andros by November or December of this year.
“So the PLP keeps talking
about a plan but they have no
action. We actually have a plan
and we are in action,” the Minister said.

calendar contest

special contest details listed on our website
1 FamGuard’s Annual Calendar Photo Contest is open to all photographers. The title for the
company’s 2012 calendar will be “A Celebration of Nature”. Photographs may be of any
subject (animate or inanimate), scene or histrocial structure that features a striking example
of nature as found in The Bahamas.

2 DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES IS JUNE 30, 2011. All entries are submitted at the owner’s risk
and will not be returned.

3 All entries are to be delivered to Family Guardian’s Corporate Centre, Village Road and
East Bay Street, Nassau, between 9:00a.m and 5:00p.m weekdays only. Envelopes should
be marked “Calendar Contest”.

4 All entries must be accompanied by a signed and completed official entry form, available
at any Family Guardian office, as published in the newspapers or on the website (www.
famguardbahamas.com).

5 Only colour images will be considered. Images must be provided as digital files on CD. Digital
images must be of high quality (2700 x 2100 pixels or larger). Digital images showing signs
of photo manipulation, resolution enhancement or compression will be rejected. To ensure
the best colour reproduction, digital images should be supplied in RAW, TIFF or high quality
JPEG and in the original colour format the camera uses (LAB or RGB). All entries must be
supplied with colour prints (8 x 10) which will be used in the judging process. (Note: prints
submitted without CD’s will not be eligible and vice versa). The photographer’s name,
photo subject and photo location must be written on the reverse of the print.

6 Judging of entries will be based on beauty, interest, composition, colour, originality
and quality of photograph. Particular areas and subjects of interest are detailed on
the website (www.famguardbahamas.com). The photographs selected will appear in
FamGuard’s 2012 wall and desk calendars. The decision of the judges will be final.

Visit www.famguardbahamas.com
for special hints and contest details!

entry form

deadline June 30, 2011
Return this form with photos and CD to:
Calendar Contest
Family Guardian Corporate Centre
Village Road & East Bay Street, P.O. Box SS-6232
Nassau, Bahamas
Name:
Telephone: B

H

C

Email:
P.O. Box:
Street:
Address:
Island:

7 A gift certificate valued at $400.00 will be presented for each of the photographs selected.
Photographic credits will be given in the wall and desk calendars. The number of entries
per photographer is limited to a maximum of 5 photos.

8 The winning photographs, along with all publication and reproduction rights attached
thereto, become the property of FamGuard Corporation Limited and the Company
reserves the right to use such in the future. Photos will not be returned.

9 Employees of the FamGuard Group of Companies or their family members are not eligible.
10 Previously published photos are not eligible.

Number of Photos Entered (a maximum of 5):
I agree that in the event one or more of my entered photographs is selected as a
winner in the 2012 FamGuard Calendar Photo Contest it will become the property
of FamGuard Corporation Limited, and I assign to FamGuard all rights pertaining
to its use in any way whatsoever. I also confirm that the photos entered in this
contest were taken in The Bahamas by the undersigned and have not been
previously published.

Signature

Date

NASSAU I FREEPORT I ABACO I ELEUTHERA I EXUMA I CORPORATE CENTRE I FINANCIAL CENTRE I www.famguardbahamas.com

MAN KILLED, ANOTHER IS
SERIOUSLY INJURED IN CRASH

THE REMAINS of the vehicle after the accident.

By DENISE MAYCOCK
Tribune Freeport Reporter
dmaycock@tribunemedia.net

FREEPORT – One man was burned to death and another
seriously injured in a fiery traffic accident on Grand Bahama
Highway on Sunday.
Asst Supt Loretta Mackey, press liaison officer, reported
that a vehicle was discovered engulfed in flames on the side of
the road around 5.50am in the Gold Rock Creek area.
According to reports, a man believed to be in his mid-20’s
died in the fire. His identity is being withheld by police pending official identification of the body on Monday.
The male passenger, who was able to escape the fiery wreckage, is listed in stable condition in hospital. His identity has also
not been released.
ASP Mackey said police are continuing their investigation
into the crash, which is classified as the island’s fourth traffic
fatality.
According to initial investigations, the driver was travelling
east on Grand Bahama Highway when he lost control of the
vehicle and crashed into a tree.
Firemen responding to a bushfire in the area discovered the
overturned vehicle engulfed in flames on the side of the road.
After extinguishing the fire, the body of a male was discovered in the driver’s seat.
The vehicle was extensively damaged and completely burned.
The body was removed by morticians and taken to the
morgue at Rand Memorial Hospital, where an autopsy will
be conducted on Monday to determine the cause of death.
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Cell phone prices
‘set to drop soon’
By TANEKA THOMPSON
Deputy Chief Reporter
tthompson@tribunemedia.net
MOBILE phone users can expect to
see prices drop later this month or early July, said BTC executives.
The telecommunications provider
also has plans to soon release a number
of new cellular phones and tablet computers on the market, opitimise the
mobile network to reduce dropped calls
and improve service and launch a $43
million 4G service in New Providence
and Grand Bahama before Christmas.
"We've got a number of exciting new
promotions coming out. We're expecting to see the first big change in mobile
rates in early July. I would like to tell
you what they are today but unfortunately we have yet to get final approval
from URCA," said BTC CEO Geoff
Houston yesterday at a press conference at BTC's headquarters on JFK
Drive yesterday.
"But suffice to say we're very excited
to start to really bringing down the cost
of mobile calls in the Bahamas very
soon."

"Starting at the end of June you will
start to see some of the promotions and
rate adjustments," Marlon Johnson,
BTC's vice-president of marketing,
added.
He said rules at the Utilities Regulation & Competition Authority, the
industry regulator, prevent them from
discussing the specifics of the reductions before they are approved.
"We can't prejudice the process by
getting into the particulars," Mr Johnson said.
BTC will expand its mobile phone
offering when it rolls out 40 new cellular handsets in the next few days.
"You'll see HTC (phones) coming
into the stores within a week. We've
also introduced the new tablet phones,
so there's a whole new range there
which includes not just the (HTC)
Galaxy but the new (Blackberry) Playbook to come and the new Motorola as
well coming into the store.
Apple Iphones and the Ipad will also
eventually be sold at BTC, he said.
"We've also got more Androids as
well and again because we refreshed
that handset range it's hopefully taken

us where we feel the market wants us to
go and that's to start to position our
customer to take advantage of mobile
data," said Mr Houston.
The company also has plans to build
a 4G network in New Providence and
Grand Bahama before the end of the
year, which will be expanded to the
Family Islands over the next 18 months.
"We've announced that we're going
to build our 4G network and launch it
this side of Christmas and we're going
to spend something like $43 million
over the next two years to build that
network.
"We'll launch it first in New Providence and Grand Bahama before
Christmas and quickly get it to all the
islands over the coming 18 months. If
we can do it faster we will but as we get
into the project it's difficult to see at the
moment, but we'll get it to the Family
Islands as fast as we can.
"The 4G network is the one that's
going to give our customers the platform for more mobile Internet access,"
said the CEO.
BTC executives remained tightlipped
on whether any employees have accept-

Turnquest defends the
role of the Privy Council
By LAMECH JOHNSON
THE London-based Privy
Council has been portrayed
as an obstacle to the
Bahamas carrying out the
death penalty, but this is not
the case, according to a
senior cabinet minister.
Minister of National Security Tommy Turnquest told
The Tribune the Council’s
past rulings on the issue of
capital punishment in the
Bahamas, which was last
carried out in 2001 under the
first FNM administration,
were more about the
process than the policy.
He said: “While members
on the judicial committee of
the Privy Council may have
views against the death
penalty, their judgments
have essentially been more
about process than about
the penalty itself. And that
process itself has had a number of landmark rulings.”
Mr Turnquest said these
include the stipulation that
cases be tried within a reasonable period of time,
defined as five years, and
the stipulation that the conviction and sentencing of a
person cannot be carried out
at the same time.
“That process is there for
a reason and today it might
be someone else, but tomorrow it might be your family
member. So we just want to
ensure that the process is
followed,” he said.

19-YEAR-OLD APPEARS
IN COURT ON
MURDER CHARGE

A 19-YEAR-OLD Gambier Village man was
arraigned in Magistrates
Court yesterday on a murder charge.
Rudulph Strachan of
Douglas Road appeared
before Chief Magistrate
Roger Gomez in Court
One, Bank Lane yesterday,
charged with the murder of
Danaldo Johnson.
Johnson, 26, was killed
at around 10pm Wednesday night in Gambier Village.
Police said Johnson was
sitting under a tree when
he was approached by a
man, then shot in the head.
Johnson, a father of one,
was taken to hospital by
emergency medical services personnel, but died a
short time later.
He was the country’s
58th murder victim.
Strachan, who was represented by attorney Ian
Cargill, was not required to
enter a plea to the charge.
A voluntary bill of
indictment is expected to
be presented on July 28.
Strachan was remanded
to Her Majesty’s Prison.

MINISTER OF NATIONAL
SECURITY Tommy Turnquest said the Council’s
past rulings on the issue
of capital punishment in
the Bahamas were more
about the process than
the policy.

Mr Turnquest acknowledged that the government
tracks cases closely after
they leave the Court of
Appeal, but defended the
role of the Privy Council as
the top court of the
Bahamas, saying the
arrangement is beneficial for
the country.
“The Bahamas has decided for very good reasons not
to do away with the Privy
Council. The whole idea of
having the Privy Council has
served us well particularly
in terms of our banking and
financial industries and in
terms of our commercial
law,” the minister said.
With the murder count
near 60 in less than six
months and several accused
killers out on bail, the government has been called on
to follow through with the
death penalty, which is on
the law books.
Mr Turnquest said he is a
strong advocate for capital
punishment, but he is also
an “advocate for the rule the
law.”

“I, myself, am a proponent for capital punishment
but there is a process we
have to go through,” he said.
That process includes the
Privy Council, which is the
ultimate court of appeal –
above the Court of Appeal,
Supreme Court, Industrial
Tribunal and Magistrate’s
Courts, he said.
Mr Turnquest also
defended the government’s
performance on crime and
efforts to upgrade the judicial system.
He said: “The government
continues to work with the
judiciary on improving the
criminal justice system. The
government has taken some
steps in that regard from an
infrastructural point of view,
in terms of ensuring that
there are sufficient courts
but also in terms of human
resources and ensuring that
we have the manpower and
other resources to get it
done.”
These efforts, he said,
have helped cut the backlog
of cases yet to be heard.
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BTC executives announce plans

BTC CEO GEOFF HOUSTON and Marlon Johnson, BTC's vice-president of
marketing, speak to members of the media yesterday.
ed the voluntary separation packages
offered last week. They have until the
beginning of July to accept the proposals.
"It's a bit early to comment on that,
we have had some applicants come in
but right now I prefer not to talk about
numbers.
“We're very optimistic that we will
be a long way towards getting the
restructuring in place that we need to.
When we've got some numbers, we'll
let you know," Mr Houston said.
"The big risk is that we get too many
people from particular areas of the
company coming forward that places

VOTERS ENCOURAGED
TO SIGN UP AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE
By CELESTE NIXON
Tribune Staff Reporter
cnixon@tribunemedia.net

DESPITE Bahamians
being allowed to register after
the old voter’s list closes next
month, Parliamentary Commissioner Errol Bethel is
encouraging prospective voters to sign up as soon as possible.
The register used in the
2007 general elections will
come to an end on July 14,
at which time the new register
will come into effect, Mr
Bethel said.
He explained that those
who are not on the new register will not be allowed to
cast their vote.
According to the commissioner, there is currently
78,000 registered voters.
In an earlier interview,
Prime Minister Hubert Ingraham said that once the old
register is closed, the Boundary Commission will be
appointed to evaluate constituency boundaries and
determine if there need to be
any changes.
In 2007, there were 150,000
registered voters in the country.
That number is expected
to be exceeded by the time
of the next general election,
when voters who became of
legal voting age in the interim
will have been added to the
list.

the business at risk so we need to manage that, but we are hoping where we
do find we are oversubscribed in particular areas that we will be able to
engage folks in that area in the right
way to try and get a good result for
them and the business. We really just
need to deal with it on a case by case
basis."
The company is also focused on
improving its billing system – which has
attracted criticism from the public in
the past for inefficiencies – opening as
many as 50 retail stores, increasing vendors or vendor spots to 5,000 and
improving customer service.
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Eastern Road residents are grateful
AT LAST residents on the eastern side
of the island have something to look forward to with the announcement that a
new remand court at HM Prison, Fox Hill,
will be fully operational by September
and that something is to be done to
remove the shantytown atmosphere that
has been allowed to “grow like Topsy” at
the Montagu foreshore.
The remand court is good news indeed
for those Eastern Road residents whose
safety was threatened every evening as a
prison convoy — police cars escorting a
bus load of prisoners – travelled at break
neck speed, sirens blaring, to get their
charges back to the prison compound from
the downtown courts.
Daily motorists were squeezed off the
road to make room for an unwieldy bus
that had no business trying to manoeuvre between two-lane traffic on such a
narrow road.
Minds were quickly focused on the situation, however, when one of the convoys recently hit a self drive car with
tourists at a red traffic light, which the
speeding convoy did not observe.
And in April a prison bus and police
escort vehicles crashed into each other on
Bernard Road, sending two prisoners and
one of their guards to hospital with minor
injuries.
Prime Minister Ingraham made the
announcement in his 2011/2012 budget
presentation.
Mr Ingraham said that the new court
would be built next to the electronic monitoring tagging centre, which will eliminate the need for prisoners on remand to
be taken from the prison compound to
the downtown courts to fulfil the habeas
corpus rules of producing the body.
Habeas corpus is an ancient rule, dating
from 1679, to ensure that a person in custody does not get lost in the system —
although not too long ago one did just
that at HM Prison, Fox Hill, which cost the
Bahamas government a pretty penny in
compensation.
Once the prison compound court is
functioning, said Mr Ingraham, only those
inmates whose trials are scheduled will

be taken from the prison to the downtown courts. Those on remand, whose
prison dates are yet to be fixed, will still
get their day in court, but within the confines of the prison.
"I have finally been convinced,” said
the Prime Minister, “that efficiencies to be
derived from the establishment of a
remand court on the grounds of Her
Majesty's Prison in Fox Hill outweighs
my long held view that individuals held on
remand ought to have their day in court in
a place away from the place of their detention."
He said that MPs were “aware that the
transportation, daily, of large number of
prisoners from the prison in Fox Hill to
courts located in the centre of the city of
Nassau to have their remand continuance
hearings occupies the time and attention
of many police and prison officers who
might be more usefully and effectively
assigned. Further, police escorted prison
bus convoys are increasingly becoming
not only an annoyance to neighbourhoods
traversed by the convoys, but also a danger to pedestrians and to regular vehicular
traffic.”
We now hope that the taking from
prison of those who have fixed court dates
downtown will be handled in a more
civilised manner.
As for the improvement of the Montagu beach and the removal of the fish
vendors, and boat operators from their
present location is good news indeed.
It is especially good news for those Eastern Road residents anxious to get home
from a busy day at the office who daily
have a frustrating wait for a boat or jet ski
to be taken from the water.
It is hoped that at last the area will get
the beautification that concerned foreshore residents offered for a section of it
several years ago, but were stopped by
politics and prejudice.
When it came to beautification, all the
attention seemed to be given to the western end of the island where hotels and
tourists are concentrated. It is now time
for Easterners to get their day in the sunshine.

Govt needs to
fix the public
transport system
EDITOR, The Tribune.
The New Providence Public
Transportation System must
be addressed and fixed by the
government, any government,
because it seems to have been
neglected from its inception.
The current policy of issuing bus licence plates and
franchises to individuals and
companies is not working and
has not worked over the
years.
Perhaps the time has come
for the government to take it
over “and appoint a Public
Transportation Authority
(PTA) that would implement
a policy and manage the dayto-day operation of the public
transportation system.
I think the first thing that
would need to be done is all
current licence holders for the
operation of buses should be
cancelled and the licence
plates re-issued to the PTA.
This cannot happen immediately but over a period of
time, one route at a time perhaps one franchise or owner
at a time.
The purpose of the PTA
will be as follows:
1) Collect fares
2) Pay government fees
3) Hire staff
4) Maintain buses
5) Establish routes and
schedules
6) Manage day-to-day operation of the Authority.
Setting up the PTA is the
most important and delicate
part of the operation because
it has to be done correctly and
carefully. It may be that the
government not abruptly cancel all current licenses but
purchase the licences from the
current holders after an audit

LETTERS
letters@tribunemedia.net
of their services, considering
that some of them have been
in operation successfully (that
is making money) for several
years.
It would be the job of the
PTA to find the appropriate
buses whose fares can be collected and monitored. No bus
driver should carry change
especially in this environment
of crime. In the search for the
appropriate buses, it is important for them to be handicap
accessible as none of the public buses today are. The PTA
must also prepare bus schedules as is required in the Road
Traffic Act and these should
be extensively and vigorously
distributed to the public.
The bus drivers need to
know that they have a secure
job and are not in competition with other drivers. The
drivers should have a specific
route for one part of the day
and different one for another
part of the day. Their schedules must be closely monitored and they must arrive at
their destination on time.
Should they arrive at their
destination ahead of schedule, which hopefully will be
the case, they will wait and
depart according to schedule.
The key is that members of
the public will know what
time they are to be at a bus
stop because the schedules
will be distributed extensively.
The PTA can look into providing pensions, medical
insurance, etc, for the drivers.

Being a bus driver will be a
career not just a job “until I
can do better.” It may be that
the PTA will also monitor bus
stops as well to ensure that
they are properly covered and
maintained. They should also
ensure that the buses stop at
the appropriate “stops” and
not “as they wish.”
There should be a depot for
all public buses to go where
they are maintained and
cleaned.
This should be an area
where the bus drivers take a
break, have meals and use the
facilities, thereby taking care
of the welfare of the drivers as
is required in the Health and
Safety at Work Act. Gone
will be the days of one bus
driver on a route all day for
more than eight hours which
is in violation of the Employment Act. These depots will
also be where the buses are
parked at night. They will not
be used as the personal vehicles of drivers.
These are just a few suggestions that the government
can do to address fixing the
public transportation system
but we must start somewhere.
Presently traffic on the roads
of New Providence is the
worst; however, I am sure if
we had a reliable public transportation system it would
reduce the number of cars on
the road making driving less
stressful.
I would be more than willing to leave my car at home
and use public transportation
if I knew a bus will be at the
bus stop as scheduled.
JULIAN A BOSTWICK
Nassau,
May 31, 2011.

Finger printing: what BE A GOOD
precisely is the law? NEIGHBOUR,

EDITOR, The Tribune.
I have always been told
that under our laws only the
police and only after arresting someone can they take
fingerprints and that is conditional that if the charges
are dropped or the accused
walks free from a court
those fingerprints, the card,
has to be destroyed.
I cannot recall at anytime
in the past the law concerning fingerprinting being
altered so I ask: It therefore
is illegal for the Passport

Office to demand the taking of our fingerprints and
the recently announced plan
to take fingerprints of those
applying for work permits,
residency permits also.
Now I don’t want to hear
that the US takes our prints
and photograph at LPIA
Border Control in the preclearance area as technically under treaty we are no
longer in The Bahamas but
in the United States of
America and we fall under
their laws.
If passports, immigration
or anyone else insists on taking of fingerprints then
please comply with the laws
of The Bahamas.
ABRAHAM MOSS
Nassau.
May 28, 2011.

INSIGHT
For the stories behind
the news, read Insight
on Mondays

BAHA MAR

EDITOR, The Tribune.
A few weeks ago the residents of Cable Beach went
without electricity for some
12 hours as a result of the
contractors on Baha Mar
cutting the electricity cables
and no apology from Baha
Mar – great new neighbours!
Today gone is our cable
and Cable Bahamas Internet
service and I will guarantee
no apology from Baha Mar.
We are only at the starting
stage imagine as we progress
or regress what the residents
or people who work in
Cable Beach are going to
have to go through and no
apology?
Be a good neighbour,
Baha Mar, we are stuck with
you and you are stuck with
us be a good citizen at the
least say – we are sorry we
will try better next time.
Hey don’t make it too
often now because we’ll
charge ya!
MOSES DORSETTE
Nassau,
May 24, 2011.

CALL FOR HEALTH, ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT EVALUATION OF AID BLAZE
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FIRE SCENE: The AID building was destroyed in the blaze last week.

REPORTS of nausea and vomiting
from persons living in close proximity
to last week’s AID fire has led a PLP
senator to call for a government evaluation of the health and environmental impact of the blaze.
Last week’s fire, which destroyed
the Automative and Industrial Distributiors Ltd store and warehouse in
Wulff Road, has also highlighted the
need for national standards for industrial operations, according to Jerome
Fitzgerald, Marathon candidate for
the next election.
Mr Fitzgerald said: “This comes 16
months after the latest explosion at
the Water and Sewerage Corporation
that left an employee injured, and
speaks to the need for established

‘Too soon’ to know if we
are entering heat wave
AS temperatures in New Providence peaked at
91° F yesterday for the first time this month,
MET officials said it’s too soon to know if we are
in the beginning stages of a heat wave.
Yesterday’s temperature – two degrees above
average for June – would have climb another
two degrees and continue at that level for a
sustained period to be considered truly
abnormal.
Basil Dean, chief meteorologist, said: “This is
the first day that we’ve experienced it, so we
can’t call it just yet. It’s slightly above the normal
average, but you do get those spikes throughout the month.

Summer
“Once you start getting into a stretch of a
week and beyond, then for us that could be classified as a heat wave. The summer has not officially started yet, but from an historical point of
view, it is normal to get 90 during this month.”
Heat waves are classified as five or more consecutive days where the temperature exceeds the
average of any month by five degrees.
The mean maximum temperature - a projec-

tion which considers meteorological records over
the past 30 years - for the month of June is 89
degrees.
However, the maximum temperatures for June
have been in the 90s since 1980, according to Mr
Dean, with temperatures peaking at 95 degrees in
June 2008 and 95.4 degrees in June 2010.
Humidity also contributed to the intense heat
experienced yesterday, according to Mr Dean,
who said another factor was humans’ ability to
adapt to changes in the climate.
He said: “What would have made it feel a lot
hotter today would be the relative humidity.
Southwest winds are bringing a lot of moist tropical air across the Bahamas.
“We go through these cycles every year, cool
season and back into the hot season. It appears
that we get so comfortable with the cool weather, when those 90s hit you, you soon forget it
was only recently very cool.
“One way to judge it is to ask yourself, has
there been any record-breaking temperatures? If
not, then it’s the same heat you would have experienced last year.”
The hottest temperature ever recorded for
New Providence, 97.7 degrees, occurred during
the month of June in 1998.

CRIME NEWS
POLICE continued their
crackdown on lawbreakers over
the holiday weekend and arrested 112 people for various infractions.
Officers also issued 324 citations for traffic offences.
During the holiday weekend
officers arrested 98 adult males,
six adult females and eight juvenile males for offences such as
murder, attempted murder, possession of an unlicensed firearm,
possession of dangerous drugs,
threats of death, unlawfully carrying arms, extortion, loitering,
causing harm, shop breaking,
armed robbery and conspiracy
to commit armed robbery.
Special operations conducted
by the Central Division, Southern Division and the Central
Detective Unit contributed to
this record breaking number of
arrests, police said.
"Officers of the Royal
Bahamas Police Force continue
to remain steadfast to the cause
in making this Bahamas a safer
place to live, work, visit and
play," Press Liaison Officer
Sergeant Chrislyn Skippings said
in a statement yesterday.
Officers throughout New
Providence also cited 324 drivers for various traffic infractions and placed 274 matters
before the Magistrate's Court.

Motorists were ticketed for
failing to stop in obedience to
the traffic light, driving an unlicensed and uninspected vehicle,
driving on a closed street, failure
to keep left, having insecure
load, failure to notify change of
ownership and having dark tinted car windows.
• POLICE on Grand Bahama
arrested 21 people for various
crimes throughout that island in
a concentrated effort to stamp
out illegal behaviour.
Eighteen adult men, one adult
female and two juvenile males
were taken into custody for various offences, which include
housebreaking, stealing, causing grievous harm, disorderly
behaviour, stolen vehicles,
receiving, unlawfully carrying
arms and vagrancy.
Two of the males arrested
were for outstanding warrants
of arrest issued by a Magistrate's
Court.
"The commissioner of police
wishes to thank the hardworking
officers of the various policing
divisions throughout New Providence, including the officers of
the Traffic Division and Grand
Bahama for their diligence and
commitment during the holiday
weekend," said Sgt Skippings.
"The police commend mem-

bers of the public who continue
to adhere to the traffic rules and
regulations. Additionally, we
wish to encourage members of
the public to be alert to your
surroundings and to obey all
laws as police will continue with
their efforts to make this
Bahamas a safer place for all,"
she added.
• A MAN spent the Whit
Monday holiday in police custody after officers found a quantity of suspected marijuana
inside a suitcase in his home.
Shortly after 1 pm, officers of
the Drug Enforcement Unit
executed a search warrant on a
home at Fox Hill Road. Officers found a suitcase with a suspected marijuana inside, according a police report.
The 33-year-old male,
believed to be Jamaican national, was then taken into custody.
Active police investigations
continue.

national standards for industrial operations.” Mr Fitzgerald hit out at the
lack of response from monitoring
agencies in the Health and Environment ministries after he surveyed
households in the surrounding area.

Smoke
He said that he decided, “after having had a chance to speak to and visit
a number of persons and households
in the Marathon constituency, and noting the effects of smoke inhalation, to
inquire of the government and executives of AID as to the steps taken to
investigate the environmental and
health impact of last week’s fire.
“Without pushing the panic button,

I find it most interesting that there
has been no announced public
response, in light of the reports of nausea and vomiting by persons in the
surrounding fire zone area.”
Mr Fitzgerald also called on the government to provide constituents and
those in the neighboring areas with
their assessment of the inventory of
chemicals stored at the site, and the
manner of their storage.
“On behalf of the constituents of
Marathon and neighboring constituencies, I am calling upon the government and executives of AID to
inform the public of steps to be taken
to evaluate the effect of the fire and
explosions on persons in the immediate area,” he said.
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Government approves
278 opportunities for
Bahamians to invest locally

NOTICE
RBC Royal Bank (Bahamas) Ltd.
INVITES TENDERS
RBC Royal Bank (Bahamas) Ltd. invites
tenders for the purchase of the
following:
“All THAT” piece parcel or lot of land
being Lot No. 112 situate in Westridge
Estates Subdivision situate in the
Western district of the Island of New
Providence one of the islands of the
Commonwealth of the Bahamas.
Property Size: 22,000 sq. ft.
Building Size: N/A
This property is being sold under Power
of Sale contained in a Mortgage to RBC
Royal Bank (Bahamas) Ltd.
All offers should be forwarded in
writing in sealed envelope, addressed
to the Manager, Royal Bank Commercial
Financial Services, P.O. Box N-7549,
Nassau, Bahamas and marked “Tender
7939”. All offers must be received by
the close of business 4:00 p.m., 17th
June, 2011.

www.rbcroyalbank.com/caribbean

™ Trademarks of Royal Bank of Canada. Used under licence.

IN the past three years Government approved 239 Crown
land grants and 39 leases to applicants in an effort to foster local
investment opportunities.
Over that same period, the
Department of Lands and Surveys’ budget has increased by
$389,173 from $2,637,736 in
2010/2011 to $3,026,909 in
2011/2012, despite the challenges
of the global economic recession,
crime, and poverty, said Byran
Woodside, Minister of State for
Lands and Local Government
“This FNM Government
should be commended for its economic prudence and fiscal dexterity over the past three years
that has now led to the beginning
of the end of the economic downward spiral and has heralded the
rebounding of our economy,” he
said while contributing to the
2011/12 budget debate in the
House of Assembly this week.
"Now is the time for every
young person with a vision, every
citizen with ambition, and every
entrepreneur with a plan to join
in with this FNM Government
and use this budget as a catalyst
for them to become fully involved
in and secure ownership of the
Bahamian economy.”
Mr Woodside said the government must pursue policies that
ensure Bahamians can access
prime land for residential and
business purposes.
Government has proposed inservice training for one surveyor, as well as a continuation of
survey campaigns in Mangrove
Cay, Montgomery Tract in South
Andros, Inagua, and Mayaguana.
They have included the maintenance and expansion of the
Crown land parcel layer that
would also improve the upgrade
of parcel information management system (PIMS) throughout
the Bahamas.
The Department of Lands and
Local Government continues to
develop and improve land administration through implementing
a proposed cadastre and land
modernisation project to benefit
all Bahamians and future gener-

THE DEPARTMENT OF LANDS AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT on East Bay Street has been the central
location for Bahamian investors to apply for Crown land to contribute to the economy through owning a business or starting a farm.
Gena Gibbs/BIS
ations, Mr Woodside said.
Since 2005, the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
has been assisting the government with conducting the Land
Use Policy and Administration
Project (LUPAP) to improve its
land administration efficiency and
land information.
“A cadastre, in one of its definitions, relates to ‘a public record
of the extent, value and ownership of land within a district for
the purpose of taxation’. The creation of a land registry will go a
long way to remedy the fraudulent sale of land in the Bahamas,”
said Mr Woodside.
“The implementation of a land
registry will also advance the
efforts of the Government of the
Bahamas to bring its methods of
conducting business in line with
accepted standards while enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of revenue administration
and collection.”
The project consists of three
inter-related components such as
land administration modernisation, land information management, and national issues and policy guidelines.
The Government concluded
the management and service

upgrades that were highly commended by the IDB, which
include cadastre surveying, crown
land allocation and management,
property rights recording, property assessment for taxation, geographic information provisions
for land use planning and land
development
monitoring,
strengthening the technical capacity of collecting, analysing and
dissemination of land information, as well as policy options
preparation and national land use
issues guidelines.
Local Government districts
received the same funding as last
year with a slight variance of
$63,050, from $22,790,408 in budget year 2010/11 to $22,853,458
in budget year 2011/12.
An internal monitoring unit
was established in January 2009
to assist in reducing the weaknesses in the accounting system.
Their duties are to oversee the
execution of all budgetary and
financial matters related to local
government districts.
The unit also ensures that district councils and administrators
manage their financial and
human resources to comply with
the Local Government and
Financial Administration and

Audit Act. This group will evaluate a performance system to
ensure individual districts meet
their statutory and policy obligations.
“Districts were allocated the
same funding as in the 2010/11.
With the exception of Hope
Town, this was increased by
$61,440 to facilitate the increased
cost of barging of garbage from
Man O War Cay. Local Government councils must now, more
than ever, ensure that funds allocated are spent for the greater
good of the community and not
wasted on unnecessary expenditures,” said Mr Woodside. “One
of the most important functions
of district councils is the discretionary allocation of funds sent
to the Family Islands.
“The use of internal controls,
transparency and fair play must
be the modus operandi throughout the local government administration. In addition, commitment to proper budgeting and
conformity to the rules and regulations of financial administration and audit act, and the financial administration regulations,
along with policies for expenditure of public funds, must be the
order of the day.”

MISS GRAND BAHAMA 2011-2012 CROWNED

By DENISE MAYCOCK
Tribune Freeport Reporter
dmaycock@tribunemedia.net

placed third in the Fitness category.
The Miss Grand Bahama Pageant
was held under the directorship of
Glenn Charles Davis.
FREEPORT – Keriann Stuart was
The committee members are James
crowned Miss Grand Bahama 2011Bridgewater, Charmaine McNabb,
2012 on Sunday at the Hilton Outten
Gwen Rolle, Yvette Rolle, Janet
Centre.
Albury, Leshan Ferguson, Doris
Ms Stuart, who competed against
Fitzgerald, Kerel Pinder and Tempestt
eight other contestants for the title,
Stubbs.
also captured first place in the Best
Davis purchased the Miss Grand
Swimsuit category.
Bahama franchise some four years ago
She also received the Miss Friendand has worked diligently to take the
ship, the Miss Popularity and Top
pageant to the international arena.
Model awards.
For the past three years, Miss Grand
Ms Stuart placed second in the FitBahama has represented Grand
MISS GRAND BAHAMA Bahama and indeed, The Bahamas
ness category.
Keriann Stuart
Raquel Oliver was first runner up
overseas at the Miss Friendship Interand Amanda McIntosh was second
national pageant in China and also at the
runner up.
Miss Coffee pageant hosted in Colombia, South
The beauty queen’s platform is to mentor young
America.
girls and encourage them to achieve their goals.
Mr Davis is also the franchise holder for Miss
There were various award categories in this
Global Bahamas, which is held in Jamaica.
year’s pageant.
He is currently in negotiations to obtain the
Contestant Lashelle Forbes was winner of the
Miss Bikini International franchise.
Spokes Model award; Raquel Oliver won best TalMr Davis extended thanks to all contestants
ent and Fitness awards; and Amanda MacIntosh
and supporters of the pageant.
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conchsurveys
Valuable data to be collected this summer

A NON-PROFIT organisation from the United
States will continue its
efforts to assist the Bahamas
Department of Marine
Resources in collecting valuable conch fishery data during the summer of 2011. Scientists and volunteers will
conduct surveys to determine the density of conch in
a local fishing ground and
in the Exuma Cays Land
and Sea Park.
A team of scientists from
the ‘Community Conch’
organisation will conduct
their third conch survey in
the country since 2009.
With support from the
Department of Marine
Resources, the Bahamas
National Trust, and the Perry Institute for Marine Science, the group will look
closely at conch populations
in two areas that were surveyed nearly 20 years ago to
document trends in the
numbers and reproductive
success of this economically
and ecologically important
species.

Diet
The queen conch is
known to scientists as
Strombus gigas, and
throughout the Caribbean
by a variety of names such
as the pink conch, the
broad-lipped conch, karkó,
lambi, and the giant conch.
Queen conch has been an
important staple in the diet
of many Caribbean cultures
and a seafood delicacy for
tourists, but unfortunately
the species is threatened
throughout its range and is
already commercially extinct
in many countries including
the US. Because of diminishing stocks throughout the
Caribbean, the queen conch
is protected through export
restrictions imposed by the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES).
The Bahamas is no exception. Despite national and
international regulation of
the fishery, queen conch
populations are disappearing here too.
Bahamian fishery regulations prohibit the taking of
conch without a flared lip,
but illegal harvest of juvenile or undersized conchs is
still widely practised.
Community Conch and
the Department of Marine
Resources (DMR) are
searching for answers to
how to protect the queen
conch in the Bahamas, as
are other conservation
organisations in country and
throughout the Caribbean.
A first step is to find out
where healthy populations
still exist and where protection may be needed. Scientists are particularly concerned with the density of
conch in an area, or the
number of individuals per
hectare, because higher densities of adult conch are
needed for the successful
mating seasons that replenish stocks.
In 2009, Community

THE RESEARCH will be the third conch survey in the country since 2009.
Conch and DMR completed
the first large scale stock
assessment of a commercial
conch fishing ground in the
Berry Islands and a baseline
survey of conch populations
within the new Berry Island
Marine Reserve.
In 2010, Community
Conch continued its work
with the Nature Conservancy in the traditional fishing
grounds of Andros. In both
locations, the densities were
already too low for reproduction, though there were
still higher densities of small,
commercially undesirable
“samba” conch.
This year during the
conch mating season, Community Conch plans to revisit areas in the Exuma Cays
that were surveyed in the
mid 1990s by Dr Allan Stoner, who is now the lead scientist for the organisation.
One of the survey areas is
within the Exuma Cays
Land and Sea Park, known
for being the oldest no-take
marine reserve in the world.
The other survey area is
near Great Exuma and was
once a very productive fishing ground for local communities.

Density
Nearly 20 years ago, the
original surveys of these
locations showed that the
density of adult conch in the
Exuma Park was 31 times
higher than that in the fishing ground just north of
Great Exuma; even back
then it seemed that fishing
had started to take its toll.
Dr Stoner expects that the
upcoming surveys in the
Exuma Cays will provide
important new information
about how densities of
conch may be changing in
these fished and unfished
(no-take) areas.
“It will be really important to see how the Exuma
Cays Land and Sea Park has
been functioning as a conch
reserve over time,” Dr Stoner said.
“Since conch larvae drift
for about three weeks
before settling in a new location, it is not known if the
larvae produced in the Park
stay in the park or settle
downstream. So, if populations are depleted upstream
of the park, it is possible that
the density of conch in the
Park could decline along
with populations outside the

Park. This year’s studies are
designed to address these
questions, and will provide
new information critical for
conch conservation.”
Martha Davis, Community Conch’s founder and
director, elaborates on a second goal for the 2011 expedition: to determine a better estimate of when in the
life of a queen conch it is
able to mate and lay eggs, a

stage in the life cycle also
known as reproductive
maturity.
“We know that near its
third year, a conch starts to
form a flared lip on its shell
and at this point, the shell
grows no longer, only thicker. Scientists have proven
that the thickness of this lip
is related to the conch’s
age,” she said. In the

Bahamas, regulation of the
conch fishery was based
upon the belief that when a
conch has a flared lip, it is
mature and has had the
opportunity to reproduce
before being harvested.
Ms Davis suggests that
while this has been the criterion used historically,
there is more current scientific evidence that shows a

flared lip may not be the
best indicator of adulthood
or reproductive maturity.
“Thin-lipped conch may
not reproduce until the following summer season, so
they could actually be harvested before they reproduce. We need to find out
how thick the conch’s lip is
when it is capable of reproducing.”
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TEAM PARADISE
PLATES: From left: Yolanda
Darville, incoming executive director of Hands For
Hunger; Ashley Lepine, outgoing executive director for
H4H; Alistair Henderson,
president of New Providence Development Company Ltd; Etienne Christen
of Tommy Hilfiger
(Bahamas) and Elizabeth
Covington, owner of Tommy Hilfiger (Bahamas);
Alanna Rodgers, H4H
founder and programme
coordinator and Rosamund
Roberts, HH director of
fundraising at the third
annual Paradise Plates.

PAELLA! Lucianno’s of Chicago served a large paella at Paradise Plates that was a hit with those attending.

LIVELY ENTERTAINMENT: Everyone enjoyed the Junkanoo rush-out performed by Stan Burnside’s Marina Village Junkanoo Group at the third annual Paradise Plates.

Paradise Plates
serves up a
night to savour
FROM LEFT: Andrea and Robin Brownrigg, John Rodgers; Alanna Rodgers, HH Founder and programme coordinator and Brittany
Brownrigg enjoy Paradise Plates.
Photos/Vincent Vaughan
PARADISE Plates, Hands
For Hunger’s third annual
fundraiser, served-up another
unforgettable evening to more
than 400 guests.
Sponsored by The New Providence Development Company
Limited and Tommy Hilfiger,
the event showcased a lavish
array of gourmet food prepared
by chefs from Nassau’s premier
restaurants, fine wine, and live
entertainment.
All proceeds will go to H4H,
the non-profit, humanitarian
organisation committed to the
elimination of unnecessary
hunger and the reduction of food
waste throughout New Providence. H4H Founder Alanna
Rodgers said the event's continued success is a testament to the
community's commitment to
ending hunger.
“The fact is that there are
thousands of Bahamians facing
food insecurity, unable to access
the foods that are needed to
allow for healthy and fully functioning lives. There is more than
enough food on this island to
amply feed every single woman,
man and child. Hands For
Hunger functions to connect the
excess supply of food with the
unmet, ever growing need
through the more equitable and

efficient distribution of
resources. The funds raised
through Paradise Plates will go
directly to impacting the lives of
those in need," said Ms Rodgers,
programme coordinator for
Hands For Hunger.
Rosamund Roberts, director
of fundraising for H4H, said the
event's success was due to generous sponsors and the support
of guests.
“The biggest congratulations
for the evening go to our talented chefs, vintners, beverage and
cigar participants who were so
accommodating and gracious
and served exceptional cuisine,
fine wines and drinks.
“We thank each and every
person who attended, they
helped to create an unforgettable evening,” he added.
Each day, H4H picks-up fresh,
high quality food that would otherwise go to waste and delivers it
to 18 community centres, shelters, churches and soup kitchens
throughout New Providence.
Since operations began in
March 2009, H4H has distributed over 275,000 lbs of food to
those in need, equal to 275,000
meals served, and prevented
more than 400 tons of carbon
emissions from entering the
atmosphere.

A GREAT TIME TO MAKE THE MOVE!
REAL ESTATE

By MIKE LIGHTBOURN

IN SPITE of the real estate fiasco in the US that
has affected our local economy (among other factors), home ownership still remains the bedrock of
financial security.
Home ownership is even more attractive now
that the Central Bank of the Bahamas has reduced
the discount rate by 75 basis points to 4.50 per
cent. This is the rate at which the Central Bank
lends to the local banks.
The Central Bank has reduced the prime rate
MIKE
from 5.50 per cent to 4.75 percent and, as a result,
LIGHTBOURN
all loans which are tied to the prime rate will automatically be reduced by 0.75 per cent. To give a
simple example, if you owe $50,000 with 15 years
left on your loan and your interest rate was 9.75 per cent it will now
be 9 per cent. Your payments up to now would have been $529.68
and they will now be $507.13, a monthly savings of $22.55.
With more realistic real estate prices on stream, this is an excellent time to shop around and see what the banks have to offer.
Having a long-term investment that provides the satisfaction and
pride of ownership beats just about anything else you can do,
either with your savings or the money you are spending on rent.
When the market exploded several years ago, prices rose sharply.
Although prices remain fairly high in Nassau because of the larger number of potential buyers, the global recession has forced
some homeowners to reduce the price tag on homes that were overpriced in the first place.
Bahamians who haven’t owned a home before should contact
their BREA agent to ask about government’s stamp duty tax
exemption for first time buyers. Anyone who qualifies for this
exemption may be able to enjoy the double benefit of lower interest rates and an exemption.
Real estate transactions are unlike any other financial transaction. The demand and desire for homeownership doesn’t expire like
other flashy investment instruments. The inherent value of a stock
can be calculated by a formula of company profits, earnings ratios,
performance history, fund managers, and so on.
However, a home’s value is ultimately determined by what a buyer is willing to pay for it. With a density of over 2900 persons per
square mile on New Providence and an increasing population on
this island, prices only have one way to go with occasional bumps
in the road.
Honestly, there’s hardly been a better time to make your move.
(Mike Lightbourn is president of
Coldwell Banker Lightbourn Realty).

US FIRM FEARS BEING CAUGHT IN MINISTRY CASH ‘SCANDAL’
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sum, and said perhaps that
could have been the cumulative expenditure over the
years. Amongst education
officials, details have been
hazy.
Mr Byer said it seems as
though STI is in the “middle
of some type of scandal that
we known nothing about.”
If $6 million was spent by
the Ministry of Education
(MOE), he said the company would like to know
where the other $5 million
went.
“I have no idea where that
figure came from. I don’t
know who is getting the other $5 million, but it certainly
was not us,” he said.
One ministry official, who
was not authorised to speak,
said the $6 million figure is
not accurate. The source
said there have been internal concerns about the
“manipulation of funds”
allocated for the STI contract.

Debt
The source claimed the
government owes STI a few
hundred thousand dollars,
and this debt may have
accrued because money was
“skimmed off the top” over
the years without the knowledge of STI and some government officials.
Ministry officials have yet
to confirm on the record
how much money was paid
to STI; whether or not any
funds are unaccounted for;
and whether or not there is
an active investigation. Mr
Sands only disclosed, the
government spent $91,000
on the STI system last year.
Desmond Bannister, Minister of Education, said he
would not comment on the
specific details of the STI
contract. At the same time
he said he had no “difficulty
with the media requiring us
to be accountable in the

ANDREW BYER,
STI executive vice president
of business development
public sector.”
“There is a need for
accountability in every area
and we seek to provide the
requisite level of accountability. The ministry now has
an internal auditor that is
looking at every department
of our ministry with a view
to ensuring we are accountable for the tax payer’s money. If there are any irregularities at all they will be
brought to the auditors
attention and ultimately to
my attention. That includes
STI and anything else,” said
Mr Bannister.
The Tribune recently
revealed that the Ministry
of Education is piloting a
competing software, PowerSchool, in four public
schools, with the intention
of possibly abandoning STI
and moving forward with
the full implementation of
PowerSchool. Deloitte and
Touche currently have the
contract to pilot PowerSchool.
Company officials say the
frustration being experienced by schools is misdirected, because the failures
in the implementation are
not because of the company or the technology.
“STI's efforts have been
constrained by MOE's

THOSE INVOLVED IN CRIME
SCENE PHOTOS LEAK
‘HAVE BEEN DEALT WITH’

By LAMECH JOHNSON

ACTION has been taken against those involved in the
online leak of crime scene photos of charity worker Nellie
Mae Brown’s murder in April, The Tribune has learned.
Following a letter from Bishop Simeon Hall, of New
Covenant Baptist Church, to the head of police and copies to
the attorney general and National Security Minister regarding the incident, the Minister confirmed in an interview that
it was dealt with.
Minister Tommy Turnquest acknowledged the letter and
said: “I know that an investigation was done by the police.
They were able to determine the leak and they took action as
a result of that. I’m not prepared to say anymore than that at
this stage.”
In May, Assistant Police Commissioner Glen Miller denied
The Guardian's report that the force had found the source of
the leak, as the matter was still under investigation.
Attempts to contact Police Commissioner Ellison
Greenslade for further information were made, but were
unsuccessful up to press time.
Mr. Turnquest also stated: “They determined that it was
clearly a leak. What I am prepared to say is that as a result of
this case, the process has improved in terms of the sharing of
information by the police.”
The security minister says the situation cannot be taken
back but work can be done to prevent a repeat in the future.
“We can’t change the past as it is in the past, but we can
ensure that we don’t have a recurrence.”
When the gruesome photos surfaced online two months ago
and were sent to persons’ e-mail addresses, the family of the
42-year-old victim were outraged and immediately demanded accountability from the police, questioning the force’s
internal security.
Attempts to contact the family members of Ms Brown
were also unsuccessful.
Between April 6 and 7, Ms Brown, a former president of
the Bahamas Heart Association, was found stabbed to death
on the kitchen floor of an apartment complex at Bougainvillea Boulevard, South Beach. She had suffered multiple
wounds to her body.
Prince Hepburn, a local contractor, was charged with the
murder six days later, around the time that the photos of
her mutilated body surfaced online.

Share your news
The Tribune wants to hear
from people who are
making news in their
neighbourhoods. Perhaps
you are raising funds for a
good cause, campaigning
for improvements in the
area or have won an
award.
If so, call us on 322-1986
and share your story.

approach to a cooperative
effort,” said Mr Byer.
With only 160 school to
be placed on the network,
Mr Byer said the Bahamian
school system is a small
market for the company.
He said the entire Alabama school district, inclusive
of 1400 schools with more
than 700,000 students, is
networked by the STI. The
full scale implementation in
Alabama took just over two
years, he said. In phase two
and three, just under 700
schools were networked
annually. Across the US,
STI is in about 5000
schools.
“From STI's perspective,
limited MOE resources
placed on the project, lack
of participants' interest and
participation in training sessions, internal decisions to
use only a small fraction of
the software's features, and
leadership and management
issues are the likely reasons
the system has ‘failed to live
up to expectations’ and why
the MOE has been ‘challenged’ with the implementation. All in all, the status
of the project is a source of
frustration to STI too,” he
said.

Meeting
On one occasion, he said
it took nine months to
schedule a meeting. It
sometimes takes three
months to get information
back on an e-mail.
When the company was
informed the MOE was
evaluating PowerSchool
and STI, it requested a
meeting to demonstrate the
system’s features. Mr Byer
said: “We were not granted a meeting. No one would
welcome us down.”
When STI last met with
the ministry in mid-May,
the director “walked in the
room and immediately
walked out of the room.”
At the meeting STI was
told the MOE was organis-

ing a technology fair. The
company was invited to
exhibit and make a presentation. There has been no
word on the fair since then.
During training sessions,
Mr Byer said some trainees
would go to lunch and never come back. In general
there was a lack of enthusiasm and interest. Participants were “not engaged”
and it seemed like “no one
cared.” The training sessions were designed as a
train-the-trainer programme. Questions have
been raised as to how effectively the trainers went on
to train teachers and administrators across the network.

Concern
Since The Tribune started
its investigation, Mr Byer
said the company has
received calls of concern
from partners and clients
across the world, wondering what is going on in the
Bahamas. He said it was
disheartening because the
company is very much committed to its partnership
with the Bahamas.
“Clearly, there are issues
that go far deeper than the
functionality of the student
management system. STI's
only goal, since the initiation of this project, has
been to be a good partner,
provide a great product and
service, and ultimately help
the Bahamas use data to
improve student achievement,” said Mr Byer.
Despite it all, he said,
STI remains “committed to
a successful partnership
with the MOE.” He said
there should be public
interest in what is happening, because the big losers
are ultimately the school
children.
“The sad thing is the
Bahamas should and could
have had a fully functional
system three years ago or
longer,” said Mr Byer.
The STI system is credi-

ble and robust, so apparent
attempts to “scapegoat”
STI only adds to the frustration, he said.
“Over the past six years,
we have attempted to
move toward a full-scale
implementation of the STI
Student Information System (SIS), but efforts have
continually stalled not
because of deficiencies
with STI or its products,
but for reasons outside
STI's control. STI has

done everything requested
by the people involved in
the project, including, but
not limited to upgrading
sixteen of twenty schools
to INOW, the STI webbased application, for no
software upgrade fee,” said
Mr Byer.
“For reasons unknown to
STI, the MOE has not
seemed interested in using
the full features and functionality of the STI system,”
he said.
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Environmental projects that could have a big impact
By LARRY SMITH
THREE interesting environmental projects are in the
works that could have a big
impact on our landscapes and
lifestyles – at the eastern, western and southern extremities
of Nassau.
They are the proposed redevelopment of the 18-acre
Botanical Gardens at Chippingham, the multi-million-dollar reorganisation and restoration of the derelict Montagu
foreshore, and the possible creation of a model Bahamian
township on 250 acres of undeveloped land at South Beach.
SOUTH BEACH
TOWNSHIP
A public tender to design
the township was won late last
year by Nassau architects Alexiou & Associates, who linked
up with TSW & Associates of
Atlanta, a leading New Urbanist design firm. Lionel Johnson, a young Bahamian architect now receiving post-graduate planning experience at
TSW, will work with principals
Mike Alexiou and Bill Tunnel
on this capstone project.
The key goal is to create a
new community that breaks
the pattern of urban sprawl
that has blighted most Bahamian development over recent
decades. Draft plans for the
South Beach Township propose 3,000 high-density residential units mixed with commercial, civic and recreational
areas.
The housing has a smaller
footprint than most Bahamian subdivisions and will be
divided into three walkable
neighbourhoods,
with
live/work accommodation
linked by bike and pedestrian
paths as well as roads. Space
for government offices also will
be included.
This is the first opportunity
for the creation of a new town
for Bahamians based on the
principles of New Urbanism,
a design philosophy that promotes walkable, mixed-use
neighbourhoods to create a
more eco-friendly style of
building and living. Environmental damage during the construction process is minimized,
while sustainability on all fronts
is emphasized.

Drainage on the relatively
low-lying property was among
issues discussed at a recent
design charette for the project
in Nassau. The township land
was carved out of the Sea
Breeze residential estate in
southeast Nassau, which was
partially developed as a canalbased subdivision by the
George Baker family in the
1960s. Parliament passed a resolution last year to acquire 200plus acres from the Baker
estate as part of a regularization of the original real estate
deal.
To help control flooding,
preserve tree cover and provide public amenities, the
designers propose a regional
park with a large lagoon, both
of which can be inundated during severe storms. A flushing
channel will be excavated
along the shoreline to improve
tidal flow, provide boat access
and create recreational opportunities. The spoil from this
dredging will be used to restore
the beach dune.
This project is being spearheaded by the prime minister's
office, as a response to "the
challenges of urbanization,
inclusive of human services and
well-being, infrastructure, livability and aesthetics."
NASSAU BOTANICAL
GARDENS
What we now know as the
Botanical Gardens was originally a rock quarry for the construction of Fort Charlotte in
the 1780s. In the early 20th
century the site was used as an
agricultural research centre,
and was converted into a
botanical garden when the
country became independent
in 1973.
A national herbarium was
created at the site in 1996. This
was a joint project of the
Department of Agriculture,
the Bahamas National Trust
and the College of the
Bahamas – essentially a database of dried plants collected
over the years by various sci-

entists from around the islands.
Although still advertised to
tourists, aside from being an
open space the site offers little
to match its description as a
botanical garden. It is generally devoid of visitors outside
of special events like the International Cultural Fair. But now
there is the prospect of a dramatic improvement, linked
partly to the desire for a better
tourism product and partly to
the need of the Bahamas
National Trust for a new headquarters.
Realising that it was running out of space at its old Village Road HQ, the BNT proposed moving its administrative offices from the Retreat
(the former home of a colonial
civil servant named Arthur
Langlois and his Bahamian
wife, Margaret) while at the
same time reviving the degraded botanical gardens. The
buildings at the Retreat would
become a visitor centre for the
11-acres of native coppice that
surround them.
In pursuit of this objective,
the BNT linked up with Steve
Mouzon, another New Urbanist planner dedicated to sustainable design who has published an award-wining book
on Bahamian architecture.
Much in demand as a celebrity
speaker, Mouzon is a founder
of the Miami-based New
Urban Guild – a sort of international think tank for architects who advocate traditional
community design.
Mouzon's conceptual plans
for the Botanical Gardens
envision a multi-faceted destination linked to other attractions in the area, like Arawak
Cay and the Ardastra Gardens
& Zoo. The goal is to create
"a substantive experience for
visitors and residents, showcasing Bahamian culture, horticulture and agriculture
through one jam-packed educational opportunity after
another."
The conceptual plans are a
distillation of discussions that

took place at a design charette
held earlier this month at
Dockendale House, where the
Ministry of the Environment
is located. Invited participants
included BNT and Ministry of
Tourism executives, planners,
developers and landscape
architects.
Key features include a new
roundabout on West Bay
Street with a corridor leading
to the entrance arch and more
organised parking; a bandstand
for cultural events, together
with a new overlook building; a
rock garden screening the
Humane Society kennels; a
children's garden and playground; an orchid house;
farmer's market and orchard.
Craft cottages will make
and sell native produce and
plant-derived products, providing commercial opportunities for tradesmen and artisans.
A culinary institute and restaurant will feature Bahamian
dishes, while a meeting hall
and natural ampitheatre provide space for workshops and
special events. All of the buildings will express traditional
Bahamian architectural
themes.
Groundwater will be
pumped by a windmill, grey
water will be recycled for irrigation, and all south-facing
roofs will be fitted with solar
panels for electricity production. The fruit orchard will be
interspersed with parking
spaces, and the existing herbarium will be refurbished and
upgraded.
The BNT headquarters
building is planned for the hilltop at the site's northeast corner. Complete with an observation tower, it will act as a
signpost for the gardens, which
will be operated as a publicprivate partnership. Current
thinking is that the BNT would
assume overall management
of the government-owned
property, with concessions
leased to private operators. Initial redevelopment could be
completed within a year of
approval, but a formal presentation to cabinet has yet to be
made.
MONTAGU
FORESHORE
This project is the most definite of the three discussed

here. This summer the Ministry of Works will add turning lanes at Blair, Johnson
Road and Fox Hill Road to
dramatically improve traffic
flow, while Kerzner International will fund a multi-milliondollar restoration of the 1200
feet of beach between the fort
and the old hotel pier, and 300
feet between the fort and the
Nassau Yacht Club.
For most of the island's history, the Montagu was our premier recreational beach, but it
has now all but disappeared,
with barely 12 feet of sand near
the pier at high tide, and none
at all near the fort. Coastal
engineer Dr Kevin Bodge told
a town meeting at Queen's
College last week that a series
of t-groins would be built into
the ocean to hold sand in place,
while sand fences and native
dune vegetation would be
installed along 700 feet of
backshore.
High-quality sand would
then be deposited to create a
three-acre beach at high tide
and almost four acres at low
tide – enough for hundreds of
users. The state-of-the-art
beach restoration is expected
to take three months to complete and, based on similar
restorations Bodge has undertaken elsewhere, will be longlasting – although storm damage will require repairs.
"The beach restoration does
not include upland improvements," Bodge said. "Tidal
flushing will be generally
unchanged and the restoration
will neither create nor cure
water quality problems. Those
will have to be addressed separately."
The water quality problems
he was referring to derive
mostly from the adjacent fish
market and boat ramp, which
contribute fish entrails and oil
discharges to the coastal shallows. Human waste is another
factor due to the lack of public
restrooms and running water,
as well as seepage from the
sewerage system and nearby
septic tanks.
Environment Minister Earl
Deveaux promised increased
monitoring of water quality by
the Department of Environmental Health Services, but
noted that proper use of the
foreshore was a responsibility

of users. "We have to accept
that we can't just act as we
please because user conflicts
at the Montagu can lead to
potential health risks for us
all."
Montagu MP Loretta Butler-Turner told the packed
town meeting that plans were
being completed to move the
vendors off the ramp to
hygienic stalls on the adjacent
reclaimed land and build public restrooms. The ramp will
be accessed only from the signalled intersection, and traffic
would be prevented from flowing north towards the fort and
the yacht club. Some 200 parking spaces will be available
when the project is finished,
and the government is seeking
to acquire more land in the
area from private owners.
This combination of major
beach restoration, addition of
turning lanes at three Eastern
Road junctions, closing access
to the ramp from East Bay
Street, building public
restrooms, and moving vendors to better accommodation
in the same area should resolve
much of the Montagu's infamous chaos and safety risks.
And it has taken over 20 years
to get to this point.
CONCLUSION
These three projects illustrate the key environmental
and developmental issues faced
by the island of New Providence. How can we accommodate hundreds of thousands of
people in liveable communities on shrinking land
resources? How can we resolve
increasing conflicts between
recreational and commercial
users of public spaces? How
can we leverage our cultural
and environmental heritage to
enhance our tourist product
and earn more revenue?
If we are to maintain our
quality of life for future generations, these are the kinds of
issues that must engage policymakers and professionals in
both the public and private sectors. As someone once said,
let's not pass stupid on to our
kids.
What do you think? Send comments to larry@tribunemedia.net
Or visit www.bahamapundit.com

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Military
seals off
strategic
areas

SYRIAN REFUGEES carry
food supplies donated by
Turkish villagers across
the border to fellow
refugees still stuck in
Syria, near the village of
Guvecci, Turkey, on the
Turkish Syrian border,
Tuesday. (AP)

BOYNUYOGUN, Turkey
Associated Press
SYRIAN tanks and the government's most loyal troops pushed into
more towns and villages Tuesday, trying to snuff out any chance that the
uprising against President Bashar
Assad could gain a base for a wider
armed rebellion.
Facing the most serious threat to his
family's 40-year ruling dynasty, Assad
has abandoned most pretenses of
reform as his military seals off strategic
areas in the north and east — including
the town of Jisr al-Shughour, which
was spinning out of government control
before the military moved in on Sunday.
"The (Syrian forces) damage homes
and buildings, kill even animals, set
trees and farmlands on fire," said
Mohammad Hesnawi, 26. He fled Jisr
al-Shughour over the weekend and
spoke to The Associated Press from
this border area of Turkey, where some
8,000 Syrians are seeking refuge in
camps.
Pro-democracy activists, citing witnesses, said the military also surrounded al-Boukamal, along the Iraqi
border, an area that was a major smuggling route for insurgents and weapons
into Iraq in the 2000s. Syrian officials
have expressed concern over a reverse
flow of arms into Syria, and in March
security forces seized a large quantity
of weapons hidden in a truck coming
from Iraq.
Activists say more than 1,400 Syrians
have died and some 10,000 have been
detained in the government crackdown
since the popular uprising began in
mid-March, inspired by the revolutions
in Tunisia and Egypt.
Assad initially responded with vague
promises of reform, but the increasingly deadly government crackdown
has only added fuel to the movement.
Thousands of protesters across the
country now vow to continue until
Assad leaves power.
There is no sign of that, however.
The crackdown has obliterated a view
held by many in Syria and abroad of
Assad as a reformer at heart, one con-

strained by members of his late father's
old guard who were fighting change,
especially privileged members of the
Assads' minority Alawite sect.
An offshoot of Shiite Islam, the
Alawites represent about 11 percent
of Syria's population, which is overwhelmingly Sunni Muslim.
The sect's longtime dominance has
bred resentments, which Assad has
worked to tamp down by pushing a
strictly secular identity in Syria.
But Assad is now relying heavily on
his Alawite power base to crush the
resistance, particularly amid rumors
that Sunni army conscripts have been
refusing to fire on civilians.
The president and commander-inchief's latest military moves in the
north and east are being carried out
by his most trusted forces — many of
them Alawites whose fate is linked to
the regime's.
The bloody new push, against civilians who took up arms and reportedly
military mutineers, was clearly

designed to keep the opposition from
establishing a base, as happened in
Libya, where rebels trying to overthrow
Moammar Gadhafi took over Benghazi.
In Washington, State Department
spokesman Mark Toner said the U.S.
condemns the "barbaric acts" in Syria.
In a statement, Secretary of State
Hillary Rodham Clinton accused Iran
of assisting its ally Syria in the opposition crackdown.
She didn't detail such assistance, but
Syrian human rights activist Ammar
Qurabi, at a Paris news conference,
claimed the Iranians have sent guns
and electric batons to Syrian authorities, and Iranian computer experts were
in Damascus hacking into activists'
email and Facebook accounts.
For its part, Tehran on Tuesday
warned the U.S. against any military
intervention in Syria.
"This would be a mistake and an
engagement in a scene which can bring
dire consequences for the region,"

Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesman
Ramin Mehmanparast told reporters.
Washington and its allies have shown
little appetite, however, for intervening
in yet another Arab nation in turmoil,
as NATO has done in Libya.
There is real concern that Assad's
ouster would spread chaos around the
region.
Assad has had to juggle many factors
in the Syrian political landscape: its
sizable minority populations; a majority Sunni population drawn in part to
Muslim fundamentalism; an influential military, and alliances with such
external Shiite forces as Iran and
Lebanon's Hezbollah.
The government crackdown has
brought intense international condemnation and sanctions on Syrian figures including Assad, a soft-spoken,
British-trained eye doctor who told the
Wall Street Journal in January his
country was immune to the unrest
sweeping the Arab world because he is
in tune with his people's needs.

Now an international pariah, Assad
will struggle to regain a semblance of
legitimacy if he manages to quell a
revolt spreading quickly across the
country and to a wider cross-section
of society.
On Tuesday, activists said about
2,000 doctors, pharmacists, lawyers and
engineers protesting in the central city
of Hama called for the regime's downfall — a significant shift in a movement
that so far appears dominated by the
young, poor and disenfranchised.
For the most part, the opposition
has yet to bring out the middle and
upper middle classes in Damascus and
Aleppo, Syria's two key cities. The
monied classes have been Assad supporters, preferring a heavy-handed
regime to instability.
If that support unravels, Assad's dictatorship could begin to wobble, 11
years after he inherited power from
his father, the late Hafez Assad, who
ruled with an iron hand for three
decades.
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A MAN WEARING a protective
mask walks on a street blanketed
in volcanic ash from Chile's Puyehue-Cordon Caulle volcano in Villa
La Angostura in southern Argentina, Tuesday June 14, 2011. Scientists say the volcano's eruption
has diminished, although they
warn that ash likely will keep
spewing out for at least several
more days. (AP)

MORE FLIGHTS
HALTED BY ASH
FROM CHILEAN
VOLCANO
BUENOS AIRES,
Argentina
Associated Press

THE cloud of ash spewing
from a volcano in Chile
grounded more flights Tuesday in countries from
Uruguay to Australia, forcing Peru's president-elect to
cross a river by boat and
threatening to delay the start
of the continent's football
championship.
The schedule of next month's Copa America could be
altered if the ash cloud from
Chile's volcano keeps
grounding flights, Argentine
Football Association President Julio Grondona said.
"We're watching it closely
and it's for sure that teams
are not ready to come to
Buenos Aires," Grondona
told Argentine broadcaster
Radio 10. "The tournament
starts July 1 and we hope that
within five or six days the
problems with the ash will
not exist."
Peruvian President-elect
Ollanta Humala, who met
with Argentine President
Cristina Fernandez on Tuesday, was forced to take a
boat across the Rio de la Plata from Montevideo,
Uruguay, to Buenos Aires on
Monday because flights were
grounded.

Airports
The main international airports in Argentina and
Uruguay were closed, and
across the Pacific more Australian flights were canceled
because of ash from Chile's
Cordon Caulle volcano.
The cloud of fine grit can
damage airplane engines and
it had disrupted hundreds of
flights since the volcano
began erupting June 4. In
areas near the volcano in
Chile, about 4,000 people
have been evacuated from
their homes.
Hundreds of passengers
were stuck in terminals as
flights remained grounded at
Buenos Aires' main airports.
Many of those forced to
change their travel plans
have been tourists, and
resorts in the mountains of
Patagonia that have been
blanketed with ash say they
expect major losses due to
the dearth of visitors.
Organisers of the Copa
America weren't the only
ones worried about the possible affects on a football
tournament. Organisers of

the club-level Copa Libertadores had talked of delaying
Wednesday's match in
Uruguay between Brazil's
Santos and Uruguay's
Penarol due the lack of
flights, but the Brazilians
managed to arrive Tuesday.
In Australia, meanwhile,
airlines scrambled to fly out
thousands of passengers who
had been stranded for two
days in Melbourne. More
than 70,000 passengers had
been stranded in Australia
but it was unclear how many
still were as flights resumed
in Melbourne.
About two dozen flights to
and from the southern Australian city of Adelaide were
canceled Tuesday.

Eruption
New Zealand's Civil Aviation Authority said the ash
will be back in Chile soon,
after circling the globe. Even
if the eruption were to stop
now, however, the agency
said Australia and New
Zealand can expect at least
another week of ash clouds in
their airspace.
In Chile, ash stopped
falling Tuesday on some
small towns near the volcano
after leaving a thin film on
homes, the governor's office
said in Ranco, a province
located about 500 miles (800
kilometers) south of Santiago.
Although seismic activity
has lessened, experts have
been closely monitoring the
eruption while the volcano
has been shrouded intermittently by clouds and rain.
In Ranco, authorities on
Monday allowed dozens to
return to their homes and the
provincial government said
others returned temporarily
to tend to their cattle and
other farm animals.
Last week, steaming rivers
near the volcano were filled
with tons of hot volcanic
rocks, and experts said the
temperature of the Nilahue
River reached 113 degrees
Fahrenheit (45 degrees Celsius), killing off large numbers of salmon.
The Nilahue River has
now cooled to its normal
temperature of about 42
degrees Fahrenheit (6
degrees Celsius), the Ranco
government said.
The river, which has been
swollen with rainwater in
recent days, has deposited
large amounts of volcanic
rock in Ranco Lake.

A MAN WALKS at Ezeiza international airport, where flights were canceled or delayed due to a volcanic ash cloud that reached Argentina's
capital grounding most air travel in Buenos Aires, Argentina, Friday. (AP)
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‘30 TO 40’
FOOD PRICES
UP EVERY DAY
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By ALISON LOWE
Business Reporter
alowe@tribunemedia.net

A major Bahamian food
wholesaler yesterday said
the prices of “30 to 40”
items were increasing
every day, with more hikes
to come as consumers’ wallets - so far “shielded” prepare for a greater hit.
Don Carnine, general
manager of Bahamas Food
Services, said the wholesaler has felt the impact of
a rise in the price of many
staples, in particular soy
bean or corn-based products, and rice.
“A lot of low cost items
have gone up. Soy beans
and different raw products
that provide some of the
base or foundation for a lot
of different items have
gone up. It’s increased a lot
of commodities in price.
With corn you see a steady
increase: some days it
might be 10 to 12 per cent,
30 days later it’s another
seven to eight per cent,” he
said.
Beef has also seen significant price increases lately,
as has chicken, turkey,
lamb and veal, said Mr
Carnine. He attributed the
beef price hikes primarily
to added demand for the
meat during barbecue season. but the cost increases
are also a product of the
rising cost of corn, which is
used as feed for cattle.
As for turkey, the food
wholesaler said these are
“probably the highest

SEE page 5B

‘TOTAL, TOTAL
UPHEAVAL’
FEARS ON
STAMP DUTY
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$11m BTC savings
via 50% cost drop
TABLET TALK: BTC
CEO Geoff Houston
holds up a tablet PC
yesterday at a press
confrence held at BTC
JFK.
Tim Clarke/Tribune staff

BTC PLEDGES
INTERCONNECT
WITH CABLE ‘AS
FAST AS WE CAN’
* ‘Aggressive’ transition to
Next Generation Network to
take place late in majority
owner’s financial year
* Still looking at 50 retail
stores
* ‘Lot of sleepless nights’
over more BTC employees
than necessary taking
redundancy packages
By NEIL HARTNELL
Tribune Business Editor
The Bahamas Telecommunications Company’s (BTC)
chief executive yesterday
pledged to complete an interconnection agreement with
Resource
Systems
Group/Cable Bahamas “as
fast as we can”, with the newly-privatised operator hoping
to make an “aggressive” transition to its Next Generation
Network (NGN) later in its
parent’s financial year.
Expressing hope that reg-

SEE page 4B
By NEIL HARTNELL
Tribune Business Editor

T

he Bahamas Telecommunications
Company (BTC) is now paying 40-50
per cent less for “big capital items”
than it did pre-privatisation, its chief
executive yesterday disclosing that
some $11 million in procurement/contract savings
had been generated in the past two months.
Announcing that BTC’s procurement team had
been told to look for “nothing less than 20 per cent”
savings on every equipment and supply contract,
Geoff Houston said the former incumbent, now 51
per cent majority-owned by Cable & Wireless Com-

SEE page 2B

* Eight-figure procurement savings in
less than two months, as buying team
told ‘nothing less than 20%’ cost drop
will do
* BTC to invest $43m over two years in
4G cellular network
* Hoping for regulatory approval on
reduced cellular rates by mid-July

Stamp Duty queries ‘exception, not rule’

$5.59
$4.68

$5.29
$4.51
$5.67
$4.69

The information contained is from a third
party and The Tribune can not be held
responsible for errors and/or omission
from the daily report.

By NEIL HARTNELL
Tribune Business Editor

A former Bahamas Real
Estate Association
(BREA) president yesterday urged the Government
to rapidly clarify the situation surrounding Stamp
Duty payable on real
estate transactions, warning it would cause “total,
total upheaval” if not
addressed.
William Wong, of
William Wong & Associates, told Tribune Business
that the Treasury’s seeming increasing use of real
property tax
valuations/assessments to
determine the amount of
Stamp Duty due on real
estate transactions meant
both buyers and sellers “do
not know” what they will
ultimately have to pay.
“I think it’ll kind of put
the buyers in an awkward
spot,” Mr Wong said.
“We’re between a pig and
a poke, because we do not
know what the property
costs. You will have delays,
and people have budgets to
spend a certain amount of
money. It throws the whole
industry into total, total
upheaval.
“I believe this changes
the whole playing field.
Now, when you sell a property and tell the client this
is what the conditions are,
the Government can turn

SEE page 5B
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Zhivargo Laing

* Minister emphasises
‘balance’ between
collecting due taxes and
‘not impeding’ real estate
deals
* ‘Unhealthy’ if Treasury
does not have power to
examine suspect deals
* Suggests recession and
impact on property values
has sparked questions
By NEIL HARTNELL
Tribune Business Editor
The Treasurer’s decision
to question the amount of
Stamp Duty payable on real
estate transactions is “the
exception, not the rule”, a
government minister said
yesterday, emphasising that
the Ingraham administration
“doesn’t want to impede”
that market.
Stressing that the Government wanted to strike a
balance between encouraging real estate deals and
ensuring it collected the
proper amount of Stamp

SEE page 4B

June 20th thru July 1st

Profit from the Global
Crisis in Food and Fuel
100% Principal Protected
10% min return (2% p.a.)
Invest in Bahamian Dollars

PLUS 60% participation
in performance of
Agribusiness and
Energy Indices

$10M Limited Offering
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Consultant to host
retirement seminar
BFSB BRIEFING WILL
FOCUS ON CANADA TIEA
GUEST PRESENTER: Sandra Slaats

The Bahamas Financial Services Board (BFSB) will
next Tuesday host a Canada Bahamas Tax Update,
with specific focus on the Bahamas-Canada Tax Information Exchange Agreement (TIEA), the latest installment in its Business Seminar Series.
The Industry Breakfast Briefing will be held in the
Victoria Room, British Colonial Hilton Hotel, starting
at 9am.
The Bahamas-Canadian TIEA was signed in June,
2010, and will come into force once the Canadian government has completed the required process for its
“entry into force”. The Bahamas’ International Tax
Cooperation Act 2010 is the enabling legislation for the
TIEAs this jurisdiction has signed.
Guest presenter will be Sandra Slaats, a partner in the
international tax group at Deloitte & Touche’s Toronto office. She is the chair of the Canadian firm’s international tax opinion committee ,and a member of the
global firm’s international tax think-tank group.
Ms Slaats is also a member of the Joint Tax Committee of the Canadian Bar Association and the Canadian
Institute of Chartered Accountants, and part of the
Committee’s working group on the foreign affiliate
rules.
From 1987 to 1990, Ms Slaats was a tax policy officer
with the Canadian Department of Finance.

Financial planning consultant Glenn
S. Ferguson is hosting a retirement planning seminar on Tuesday, June 21, at
SuperClub Breezes on Cable Beach.
Emphasising that he was committed
to “making retirement planning household words for Bahamians”, Mr Ferguson said in a statement: “The country is
currently in a flux, as more and more
persons are finding themselves facing the
prospect of retirement without having
the appropriate exposure or tools that
are necessary for preparing them for this
life-changing event, resulting in an
increasing number of retiring Bahamians being woefully unprepared for retirement.”
He said this would result in an increasing number of Bahamians becoming
dependent on the Government, their
families of charity for support during
retirement. And some 76 per cent of
Bahamians will have to continue working
because they will not be able to afford

FROM page 1B
munications (CWC), was
seeking to become “more efficient across all elements of
spending”.
The cost savings generated
from the purchasing power,
and economies of scale, provided by CWC’s Caribbean
regional affiliate, LIME, are
what has enabled BTC to
apply for “the first significant
change” in its cellular rate
structure, which should take
effect in July.
While BTC executives
declined to confirm the new
proposed rates or level of
decrease, given that the
reduction awaits the Utilities
Regulation & Competition
(URCA)
Authority’s
approval, the company confirmed it would invest $43 million over the next two years in
establishing a nationwide 4G

retirement. Mr Ferguson said money will
not be the only concern for Bahamians,
as most will not have the physical health
needed to cope with retirement. Some
70 per cent of Bahamians are now obese,
while 80 per cent suffer from a lifestyle
disorder such as hypertension (high
blood pressure), diabetes or high cholesterol, with an ever-increasing number
being affected by coronary heart and
kidney diseases.
“While retirement traditionally happens at the end of a lifetime of working,
when persons were really too old to work
and too young to die, and retirement was
rather brief, with persons spending that
time enjoying gardening and their grandchildren while talking about the “good
old” days with friends, this is not the
reality of today’s retirement, as persons
will be retiring earlier and living longer,”
Mr Ferguson added.
“Unfortunately, most persons are
unaware of this change, which is why this

session is so critical for participants.”
The one-day seminar, under the theme
Retirement Secrets Exposed, has among
its sponsors the National Insurance
Board. Mr Ferguson said it will:
* Sensitise participants about the need
for Retirement Planning
* Discusses the changing face of retirement, along with the psychological, educational and financial preparations that
must be made
* Sensitise participants to a holistic,
balanced and integrated approach to
retirement planning
* Provide strategies that will enable
retiring Bahamians to transition successfully to retirement
Each participant will also receive a
copy of the 68-page Strategies for Achieving A Comfortable Retirement planning
workbook, with practical exercises and
examples to help get started.

$11m BTC savings
via 50% cost drop
(fourth generation) cellular
network.
Pledging that this would be
rolled out in New Providence
and Grand Bahama prior to
Christmas 2011, Mr Houston
said the 4G network - which
will allow Bahamians to
access the Internet via their
cell phones at landline speed,
providing the platform for
BTC to introduce a suite of
new data-based products would be extended to all the
Family Islands.
Unveiling the short-term
way forward for BTC, after
UK-based CWC completed
its majority stake purchase
two months ago, Mr Houston
said the new owner had
already delivered “some
quick wins”. It was seeking
more as it sought to transform
the company from one that
was inward and engineering
focused to a firm concentrating on marketing, sales and
customer service.
Confirming
that
CWC/LIME had used their
buying power “to reduce
costs” and negotiate network
contracts “at significantly better rates”, Mr Houston said
this, together with the renegotiation of some existing
contracts, had “generated $11
million in savings for the business”.
“That’s a work in progress,
but we’re very hopeful given
the start we’ve got off to,” he
added. Asked by Tribune
Business about the level of
cost savings CWC hoped to
generate for BTC via its
economies of scale, Mr Houston said: “The procurement
team will be looking at nothing less than 20 per cent.
“If you’re comparing what
the business was paying

before and what we’re paying now for big capital items,
we’re getting savings of 40-50
per cent.”
It was cost savings such as
these, Mr Houston said, that
had “more or less” enabled
BTC to apply for the reduced
cellular rates. This suggests
that BTC was constrained
under government ownership
from doing this because it was
unable to sufficiently bring its
cost structure (operating
costs) down to compensate
for the revenue loss.

Roaming
With BTC also seeking by
mid-July to offer lower roaming and long distance rates to
the 13 other Caribbean territories, Mr Houston said all
cost reduction avenues were
being explored while the company’s 1,200 staff mulled
whether to accept the Voluntary Separation Packages
(VSEPs).
“Our plan at the moment
is to take costs out of the business elsewhere, and look at
how we can make the business more efficient across all
elements of spending, property, procurement costs, support costs, suppliers. We’re
looking to be a more efficient
company everywhere,” the
BTC chief executive said.
He added that the “build
out and launch” of BTC’s 4G
cellular network would take
place “this side of Christmas”,
with New Providence and
Grand Bahama covered
before year-end.
The network would then
“quickly” be extended to the
Family Islands over the next
18 months, Mr Houston
pledging: “If we can do it

faster, we will. We will get to
the Family Islands as fast as
we can. The 4G network is
going to give customers the
platform for mobile Internet
access.”
CWC/BTC is billing the 4G
network as an investment that
will take the Bahamas into
the Caribbean’s “number one
spot” for “cutting edge, fast
mobile technology”. Once
deployed, it will allow customers to use their laptops to
access the Internet wherever a
cell phone signal exists, and
provide a platform for a 20channel mobile TV service.
Tribune Business reported
several weeks ago how
CWC’s London-based chief
executive, Tony Rice, had disclosed that BTC would be
getting a new cellular network. In the meantime, a
CWC team has been
deployed to the Bahamas in a
bid to deal with the existing
network’s areas of no coverage and dropped call frequency.
“As we start to deliver on
some of the early promises,
we’ve put a team on the island
to optimise the mobile network, and hopefully plug a
few holes in terms of dropped
calls.....,” Mr Houston said.
“The optimisation programme we’re doing is a
quick win. It’s not going to
involve significant investment.” He described it as
involving “a few adjustments
to the network, reducing
some of the bottlenecks”, and
added: “It’s not going to be
perfect. If you’re looking to
get to what will be branded a
world-class performing network, we will not get there
with the network we’ve got
now.”
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Sir Durward Union employees in
is set for hotel sale ‘windfall’
top honour
By ALISON LOWE
Business Reporter
alowe@tribunemedia.net

HONOUR: Sir Durward Knowles.
By ALISON LOWE
Business Reporter
alowe@tribunemedia.net
Sir Durward Knowles will be honoured at this year’s Captains
of Industry Awards, hosted by the Bahamas Chamber of Commerce and Employers Confederation (BCCEC), as the organisation’s ‘Lifetime Achievement Award’ winner for his accomplishments in business.
The decision to award the Olympic gold medallist the honour
was announced yesterday as the BCCEC invited members of
the public and the business community to attend this year’s
awards ceremony: the 40th in its history, and the first following
the merger of the Bahamas Chamber of Commerce and the
Bahamas Employers Confederation earlier this year.
Along with the Lifetime Achievement Award, awards will be
given in the following categories: Business of the Year (in two
categories: Those with more than 50 employees and those with
less than 50 employees), Outstanding Business Person of the
Year and Entrepreneur of the Year.
At a press conference at BCCEC headquarters, Khaalis
Rolle, its chairman, said that while it is for his sporting achievements and philanthropic nature that Sir Durward is most wellknown, he is “also accomplished in business”.
The BCCEC chairman suggested that it was clear Sir Durward had taken “that same drive and skill”, which enabled
him to take on the world in the Olympics, and applied it to his
business pursuits. It was noted that in addition to being an
Olympic sailor and businessman, Sir Durward spent 50 years as
a harbour pilot - becoming perhaps the longest-serving in the
region - guiding cruise ships
safely into Nassau harbour.
It is for his contribution in this
regard to the “lifeblood” of the
Bahamian economy - tourism that co-chair of the Captains of
Industry Awards, Janet Johnson, said Sir Durward and others who plied this trade could
be considered one of the
Bahamas’ “unsung heroes”.
Ninety-three year-old Sir
Durward said the award was “a
great surprise” to him, and after
joking that the “key to his success” was “a secret”, he admitted that it was his “determination, willingness to try anything and refusal to take ‘no’ for an
answer” that had led him to accomplish his goals.
Among Sir Durward’s achievements are his role in creating
the Nassau Harbour Pilots Association and Michelle Towing
Services, owning and operating the Nassau Yacht Haven ,and
creating a mobile fuel station which served boats at sea (Carib
Company).
He set up Ferry Services, which took passengers to private
islands by tender from Cruise Ships; the Caribbean Towing
Company, which transported rock throughout the Bahamas;
and Island Sands, which supplied Bahamian construction businesses.
The Bahamas Tug Boat Company was another Sir Durward
creation, as it ferried boat harbour pilots out to incoming
tankers, which they would guide into Clifton Pier to offload fuel.
Meanwhile, along with his friends Craig Symonette and J.
Barrie Farrington, Sir Durward purchased the Hurricane Hole
marina in 1983, turned it into a profit-making enterprise and resold it in 1987 for a “handsome profit”.
Janet Johnson, co-chair of the Captains of Industry Awards,
said Sir Durward had been a “trailblazer” and “pioneer” in the
maritime field.
Mr Rolle said it was fitting that most of the businesses in
which Sir Durward had an involvement are related to the maritime industry, as there are increasingly more ways for Bahamians to get involved in the maritime sector.
Sir Durward will be formally honoured with his Lifetime
Achievement Award during the BCCEC’s Captains of Industry Awards ceremony on July 1.
Other nominees in this category were: Marvin Bethell, Norbert Boissiere, Roy Bowe, Sir Garret Finlayson, Sir Sol Kerzner, Sir Durward Knowles, Billy Lowe, Judy Munroe, Diane
Philips and Cedric Saunders.
Nominees in the Business of the Year (more than 50 employees) category are: Abaco Markets, Arawak Homes and Builders
Mall.
Business of the year (less than 50 employees) nominees
include: Coin of the Realm, Ports International and ZipX
Bahamas.
Businessperson of the year will be selected from Elizabeth
Covington (Tommy Hilfiger), Jason Kinsale (Balmoral Development), Stephen Greenslade (ICS) and Vivien Eldon (Splash
Dance)
Entrepreneur of the year nominees are: Ethan Quant (Progressive Consumer Services) and Charles Kemp/Allan
Rolle/Chairo Munroe (Chalmuns).
The awards will be held on Friday, July 1, at 7pm at the
British Colonial Hilton.
Tickets are $150, those interested in purchasing tickets can
call 322 2145 or admin@thebahamaschamber.com

Around 100 unionised
employees spread throughout the soon-to-be-sold Paradise Island Harbour Resort
and Nassau Palm hotels
should benefit from a financial “windfall” this month,
their union vice-president
said yesterday.
Darren Woods, of the
Bahamas Hotel, Catering
and Allied Workers Union,
confirmed that the union has
been informed the hotels
will remain operational following their purchase,
meaning it is likely many - if
not all - their staff will
remain employed.
Nonetheless, under the
terms of the BHCAWU’s
contract with the current
owners of the properties,
employees should be offered
severance packages by the
present owner once the sale
goes through.

Nassau Palm Hotel, on West
Bay Street.
On Friday, Valentine
Grimes, attorney for the
sellers of the Paradise Island
Harbour Resort, Genwood
Paradise Ltd, confirmed the
sale should be concluded by
the “end of the month”.
Genwood Paradise is an
investment vehicle owned
by Driftwood, the former
operator of Freeport’s stillclosed Royal Oasis Resort.
Driftwood is thought to
own the Nassau Palm Hotel
through a separate investment vehicle.

The sale had been expected to go through around
May 12. Mr Woods said he
understands this was
delayed due to an issue with
the new buyers obtaining
government approvals for
the purchase.
Mr Woods also noted that
due to the hotel being ultimately owned by Driftwood,
who failed to pay severance
packages owed to workers
when the Royal Oasis shut
down, employees at the two
hotels “have some concerns” that they may end up
in the same position.

Contract
“In our contract there is
a provision called ‘change in
ownership’, where the seller
would pay out everyone and
the new owner would
engage whoever he wishes,
minimising the financial
obligations on the new owner. If I am going over I
would get a windfall, get to
take the money and start
over,” Mr Woods said.
“We understand that the
company is prepared to pay
whatever severances are
owed to employees. We
have been in talks about
numbers and years to ensure
the payment packages
would be correct.
“We have also reached
out to the purchaser in terms
of what will happen after.
The seller has indicated they
believe the company [buying the hotels] has no intention to close them but to
continue to operate them.
So that is a good sign,
because those people who
are working there presently
are already in the system, so
they should be re-engaged.”
Mr Woods said the
BHCAWU represents
around “80 to 85” workers
at the 246-room Paradise
Island Harbour Resort, and
“20 to 25” at the 183-room
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However, Mr Woods said
he at present has “no reason to believe the owners
will not live up to their
obligations”.
“The attorney for the seller indicates they have
already allocated the money
people will receive. As a
precaution, the union has
have spoken to the Minister
of Labour about the matter
and he would’ve spoken to
the Prime Minister, so
everyone’s eyes are on this,”
claimed Mr Woods.
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Stamp Duty queries ‘exception, not rule’
FROM page 1B
Duty due, Zhivargo Laing,
minister of state for finance,
said it would be “unhealthy”
if the Treasury did not have
the power to question the
amount of duty offered
when proper suspicions
arose.
Noting that the absence
of such powers would leave
the Treasury - and government revenues - exposed to
numerous abuses and
“unlawful behaviour”, Mr
Laing said there was no evidence to suggest that Treasury queries on Stamp Duty
- and the use of real property tax valuations to assess
the correct amount - was

becoming the norm. The
minister told Tribune Business that the Government,
through information already
held by its agencies, was
aware of people who had
listed properties for sale, say
at $2 million, but then produced conveyancings for
Stamping that reflected a
much lower purchase price
or ‘market value’.

Question
Acknowledging that due
Stamp Duty was calculated
on ‘market value’, or the value of the transaction, Mr
Laing said: “What the Treasurer is empowered to do is
to question whether in fact

the transaction reflects the
value of the property......
“There are people who
are desirous of taking
advantage of market conditions, saying that the property is valued at substantially less than it is.
“The Treasurer is empowered to assess the value of
a property.”
Questioning whether the
Treasury should accept
Stamp Duty paid on a
$100,000 purchase price,
when the property in question was worth $500,000, Mr
Laing emphasised: “The
Treasurer is empowered to
question whether the transaction reflects the true value
of the property.”
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However, he conceded:
“That ought to be the exception, not the rule.
“I’m not aware of that
being the rule, although I’m
hearing of an increasing
number of such incidents,
and inquired about that.
There is nothing to say that
is the rule.”
Mr Laing was responding
to concerns expressed by
both the Bahamas Bar
Association and Bahamas
Real Estate Association
(BREA), whose members
fear the Bahamian real
estate market - and numerous transactions - are being
disrupted by uncertainty
over the final amount of
Stamp Duty payable on a
deal.
This uncertainty, they
said, has stemmed from the
increasing
Treasury’s
reliance on real property tax
valuations to determine the
amount of Stamp Duty due.
The minister suggested
the Treasury was only interested in transactions that
appeared not to reflect historical values of the concerned property, based on
information held in the public domain.

Appraisals
acknowledged,
He
though, that independent
property appraisals could be
used to “make a case” to the
Treasury that prevailing
market conditions were not
in line with historical trends.
“I don’t think it’s unreasonable for the Treasurer to
question whether a transaction reflects the true value
of assets being exchanged,”
Mr Laing said.
“In an environment like
we’ve had, where we’ve had
a recession for two years and
people have found themselves in distress, there are
those seeking to make the
case that property valuess
had decreased so significantly that the transaction
reflects that reduced value.”
He added: “Lawyers and
realtors who believe they
have a legitimate case that
ought to be looked at, it can
be looked at.
“We can look at it to see
the extent to which they
have a case or not.
“This is a power we
believe the Treasury ought
to have.
“If not, it can’t be healthy
for the Treasury, and leaves
the Treasury open to all
kinds of unlawful behaviour.
“We want to balance life.
We want to encourage
transactions in the real
estate industry; we don’t
want to impede them.
“We want to charge people no more than is lawfully
due, but what is lawfully due
is based on the value of the
transaction, and that has to
be a legitimate value.
“We don’t want to charge
people more than is due, but
don’t want the Treasury to
get less than it’s due.”

BTC pledges
interconnect
with Cable ‘as
fast as we can’
FROM page 1B
ulatory approval of BTC’s Reference Access and Interconnection Offer (RAIO) would encourage all parties “to fast
track” interconnection talks, Mr Houston said: “We have committed to progress those discussions and negotiations in good
faith, and are being very proactive in coming to an agreement.
“Obviously, the RAIO sets out the rules and the process, and
we’re hoping that as that becomes more visible to everybody,
that will encourage everyone to fast track that negotiation and
move on. We’d rather get that discussion, and SRG’s interconnection, out of the way as fast as we can.”
Together with number portability, interconnection is vital to
both stimulating competition in the Bahamian fixed-line voice
services market and Cable Bahamas’ ambition to enter the
same, especially given its recent $8 million acquisition of SRG,
the only legal rival to BTC in this area.
Tribune Business understands that the sector regulator, the
Utilities Regulation and Competition Authority (URCA), has
virtually approved BTC’s RAIO. Both it and Cable
Bahamas/SRG will have three months from the RAIO approval
to negotiate an interconnection agreement.
These talks were recently embroiled in controversy, with
URCA forced last month to issue an ‘Interim Order’ setting out
the timetable for talks and conditions that both sides must
meet.
URCA was forced to intervene after BTC, which has been
pursuing SRG for months to sign a new Interconnection Agreement compliant with its RAIO, threatened to terminate interconnection. Such a move would have effectively eliminated
all existing competition in the fixed-line voice market, with
SRG claiming that BTC was abusing its Significant Market
Power (SMP) and being anti-competitive.
The background to this is that the previous Interconnection
Agreement between BTC and SRG, a five-year deal signed in
2004, expired in 2009. SRG's position is that this agreement was
extended, under URCA's supervision, until the new regulations
were formalised, and BTC's RAIO approved.
As a result, the company's position - as agreed by the regulator - was that the existing Interconnection Agreement continue in force until such time as the RAIO came into force.
However, BTC's position is that a new Interconnection
Agreement has to be negotiated that is compliant with the
RAIO - something it is still finalising with URCA.
Meanwhile, Mr Houston said the newly-privatised BTC had
made “a few good strides in figuring out what to do with its
Next Generation Network”, looking to use it to “fast track” the
launch of its 8 MB (Megabyte) broadband Internet product.

Trialled
The NGN network is currently being trialled in Coral Harbour, and Mr Houston said BTC was “intent on getting high
speed broadband Internet product to market as quickly as we
can”.
He added that the NGN network, and the platform it provided, would not only “help us compete more efficiently and put
us on track for competing and growing” the Internet business,
but also enable BTC to launch new communications products
such as TV.
Asked by Tribune Business when the NGN network would
become fully operational, Mr Houston replied: “I would say we
are still going to need a little bit more time to bottom out
what we need to do to operate that network.
“Suffice to say it’s going to take a little more time than what
we thought, but hopefully we will start that cut over in an
aggressive way this financial year, but later in this financial
year.” That financial year is CWC’s, which closes in March
2012. Confirming that BTC plans to expand its retail footprint
to 50 stores, with 5,000 vendors and top-up locations throughout the Bahamas, Mr Houston said the company had been
“working very aggressively” to enhance this experience.
“We expect to launch our first flagship store this side of
Christmas, and that will be the formula we expect to roll-out
across the rest of the Bahamas,” he added. He hinted this was
likely to be a refurbished Mall at Marathon location, which will
be BTC’s “biggest flagship”.
Elsewhere, BTC had launched “quite a few handset promotions”, Mr Houston disclosing that it had cleared some
4,000 old model handsets from its inventory.
“We feel, having done that, that there’s a huge demand in the
market for more services and promotions from BTC,” Mr
Houston said. “It’s setting a theme and trend of putting more
exclusive promotions into the market on a more regular basis.”
A Father’s Day promotion is upcoming, and BTC had “completely revamped” the range of handsets and merchandising in
its retail stores. New tablet, Motorola and Android phones
had been introduced, and the company expects to introduce 40
different types of handset.
These will include the Blackberry Playbook, Motora Xoom
and Apple’s iPhone and iPad.
Noting that BTC’s planned 4G network would provide the
platform to increase market share and deliver data services to
Bahamian consumers, Mr Houston said: “Again, as we refresh
that handset range, we will hopefully take the market where it
wants to go, positioning customers to take advantage of data.”
While BTC had “a big challenge” to fix the problems with its
billing system, Mr Houston said a team had been dedicated to
achieving this. “We’ve set an ambitious plan to fix the billing
system, have made good progress there, and are very confident
it will be fixed by the end of summer,” Mr Houston added.
More work also remained to be done on BTC’s ‘one number’
call centre and customer access to what they needed to fix
their problems, but Mr Houston said BTC had “put down a
marker” that it intended to deliver new services through its contract to provide all Sandals’ PBX telecoms needs.
“We know we’ve got a lot of work ahead of ourselves to position ourselves as a customer service company,” Mr Houston
said, “but we’re starting to see where we need to change.
We’ve a good feeling for where we can eliminate a lot of
bureaucracy from the business.......
“We’ve had a lot of work to do over the last couple of
months, and a lot of work to do over the next couple of months
to deliver on the promises made. We’ve delivered on a number
of quick wins, have more coming, and expect it to be an even
busier summer.”
Mr Houston was tight-lipped on BTC’s ongoing Voluntary
Separation exercise, given that the company’s 1,200 staff hasve
another 16 days until month’s end to determine whether they
accept the packages on offer.
Confirming that a “significant” sum had been set aside for this
exercise, Mr Houston said the one issue creating “sleepless
nights” for BTC and CWC was if more staff than desired took
the packages.
Pointing out that BTC had the “right of last refusal”, Mr
Houston said: “The big risk is we get too many people from a
particular area coming forward, and that places the business at
risk. We will have to manage that, engage the folks in that
area in the right way, to try and get the right result.”
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Wholesaler: ‘30 to 40’
food prices up every day
FROM page 1B
(price) they’ve ever been”, and predicted that consumers will be faced
with a major year-over-year increase
when they go to pick out their Christmas turkey this year.
“It seems like everything continues
to rise. Eventually it will hit a ceiling
and come back down. Every day we
are getting 30 or 40 items with price
increases coming into us,” the Bahamas
Food Services general managers said.
One of the knock-on effects, said Mr
Carnine, is that “some chefs, food and
beverage managers (at local hotels)
and even housewives shopping for dinner” are making “little different decisions on what they will buy and put on
their menu”.
“In the retail sector, there’s a little bit
of a shift towards more dollar stretching, more value items. A couple of
restaurants and hotels have changed
their menus around to accommodate
more value-added products,” he added.
Gavin Watchorn, president of AML
Foods, said his company has noticed
prices increases in food items “coming through the system”, but anticipates that the worst of the effect has
yet to be felt. “I think the large increases are not here yet,” he added.
Mr Watchorn said consumers have
been shielded to a degree from the full
effect of the increases that the company has experienced, as AML Foods and, he suspects, other retailers - have
absorbed much of the price rises.
“Because of the intense nature of
the competitiveness of the market,
most are being absorbed by the retail-

ers. There’s an ever-increasing number of competitors in the business, and
the marketplace is not growing at the
same rate. Pricing has to remain competitive to maintain market share. It’s
good for the consumer, but given the
fact that we’re trying to manage
increasing utility costs, it puts a squeeze
on the bottom line,” the AML Foods
chief explained.
In this regard, Mr Watchorn noted
how a US supplier of his company was
in Nassau last week and “commented
about how prices here are lower than
in South Florida in some cases. Particularly produce prices”.

Costs
As to what point the company may
be forced to pass on more costs to consumers, Mr Watchorn said AML Foods
- as a publicly traded entity - does face
“pressures” that other companies with
a “single shareholder or small shareholder groups”, such as Supervalue,
“do not face”.
“We have to provide a return on
investment to shareholders, and there
is a limit to what people can absorb.
Unless you see some relief in utility
costs you will that get passed on to
consumers. It’s unsustainable otherwise,” he said.
Mr Watchorn could not point to one
food category where prices have
increased more than others, but
emphasised that the “general trend”
is of cost hikes on items his company
imports into this nation to sell to
Bahamian consumers.
Asked what steps AML Foods takes

to mitigate the impact of cost rises, Mr
Watchorn said the company is “always
looking to buy cheaper and better, to
find alternative sources”, and also
engages in forward contracting in the
hope of securing better pricing for its
products.
“You’ve generally got to keep battling away. Find different suppliers to
give you same quality products, and I
think we do a good job of finding good
vendors, so that’s part of why we are
able to maintain those prices,” said Mr
Watchorn.
The volatile nature of food prices
over the past year has been receiving
ever more focus and attention from
the private sector and international
organisations.
Meetings on rising and volatile food
prices will be held next week in the
Caribbean and Central America as part
of a series of 14 seminars organised by
the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) around the globe.
The FAO’s wheat price index averaged 242 points over the first five
months of this year, 72 per cent higher
than the same period last year.
Meanwhile, food prices overall
stayed near record levels in May based
on higher meat and dairy costs.
The FAO’s Food Price Index of 55
food commodities fell 1 per cent in
April, data released yesterday showed,
after hitting an all-time high in February 2011.
FAO officials have projected that
global wheat production will continue
to lag behind demand, helping to keep
food prices high and volatile at least
through to 2012.

‘Total, total upheaval’
fears on Stamp Duty
FROM page 1B
around and say: ‘No, this is what the
Stamp Duty is’.
“It’s ridiculous. It just throws a monkey
wrench into the whole system. How can you
deal in this market if the client does not
know what to pay for it? One of my agents
had something similar to this, and said: ‘Mr
Wong, this deal is going to fall through
because the Government is going to value
this property higher than they are going to
pay for it’.”
The former BREA president said a realtor
might advise that a certain rate and amount
of Stamp Duty was due, only for the Treasury to insist that the last real property tax

valuation put it in a higher duty band, leaving both buyer and seller paying more taxes
than budgeted.
“That’s unreasonable. I don’t know where
this has come from, but it’s not right, and the
Government needs to fix that,” Mr Wong
said. “You’ve got to know what you’re paying. We’ve got to pay Stamp Duty on what
the market is selling for, not on real property
tax valuations.”
Describing the impact of all this as “chaotic”, Mr Wong said: “If you have to sell your
property quickly, at a fire sale, and are hit to
pay more in Stamp Duty, what’s the point?
The whole deal can go south. Some consideration needs to be given with that. The
sooner the better, because we need these
sales right now.

INTERNATIONALNEWS/associated press

Oil rises on economy news, stock market rally
CHRIS KAHN,
AP Energy Writer
NEW YORK
Oil climbed above $99 per
barrel Tuesday following a
better-than-expected retail
sales report, a decline in the
dollar and a broad rally on
Wall Street.
The U.S. government
reported that retail sales
slipped 0.2 percent last
month, the first decline in
nearly a year. Lower cars
sales brought down the reading. The report still beat analysts' expectations. Excluding
car sales, retail sales rose 0.3
percent. The Labor Department also added some upbeat
news, saying that food costs
were falling.
Stocks and oil rallied after
the reports came out. Benchmark West Texas Intermediate crude for July delivery
gained $2.07, or 2.1 percent,
to settle at $99.37 per barrel,
rebounding from Monday's
decline on the New York
Mercantile Exchange.
In London, Brent crude
added 93 cents to settle at
$119.35 per barrel on the ICE
Futures exchange.
The Dow Jones Industrial
Average, the Standard and
Poor's 500 and the Nasdaq
were more than 1 percent
higher in late afternoon trading, the best gain for stocks
in two weeks.
Oil rose against a weaker
dollar. Oil is priced in U.S.
currency and tends to rise as
the greenback falls and makes
crude cheaper for investors
holding foreign currency.
Analyst and trader Stephen
Schork noted that despite

waning demand in the U.S.,
oil continues to look like a
relatively safe investment
when compared with the dollar. The world still needs fuel,
and supplies are expected to
get tighter this year as China
and other emerging nations
consume more. "There's
some momentum there,"
Schork said. And crude prices
will continue to be supported by production problems in
the North Sea, a shutdown in
Libyan exports and supply
issues in Nigeria.

Excess
Goldman Sachs said Tuesday that "it is only a matter of
time" before excess production from Saudi Arabia and
other OPEC countries will
become "effectively exhausted." That means the market
will need "higher oil prices to
restrain demand, keeping it
in line with available supplies," Goldman analyst
David Greely said.
In the U.S., motorists have
cut back on gasoline purchases for 12 weeks in a row,
according to the latest survey
by MasterCard SpendingPulse. SpendingPulse, which
tracks purchases at thousands
of pumps around the country, estimated that Americans
bought 389.8 million gallons
per day of gasoline last week.
That's down 1 percent from
the same week a year ago.
Gasoline pump prices
dropped to $3.696 per gallon
(97 cents a liter) on Tuesday,
according to AAA, Wright
Express and Oil Price Information Service. The U.S.

average is still almost a dollar
more than a year ago. Analysts expect the national average to fall as low as $3.50 per
gallon this month.
In other Nymex trading for
July contracts, heating oil
added 2 cents to settle at
$3.1258 per gallon, while
gasoline futures gained 6.78
cents to settle at $3.0646 per
gallon. Natural gas lost 6.5
cents to settle at $4.581 per
1,000 cubic feet.
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WITH TOURISTS AND LOCALS

AT ‘ALL OF THE LIGHTS’

HOST GARDENING SHOW
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COLOURS
ISLANDS

By CARA BRENNEN-BETHEL
Tribune Features Editor

L

BEACHED SKIFF

YELLOW FRANGIPANI

ifetime Bahamian artist
Jonathan Bethel recently held
his 10th annual solo art show
“Colours of the Islands" at the
British Colonial Hilton where
he highlighted some of the most
beautiful aspects of Bahamian
nature to more than 200
patrons.

His collection featured a kaleidoscope of paintings of
plant life coconuts and seagrapes.
“Colours of the Islands features scenes from all over
the island. There are bright scenes and scenes at sunset. I
wanted to capture the Bahamas in different lighting.”
To capture the images, Jonathan took photos at different times of day before recreating the scenes on canvas.
Jonathan, 33 attended St Andrew’s School before
obtaining a Bachelor of Fine Arts at Clemson University
in South Carolina.
According to his bio, even at an early age, Jonathan
displayed a strong interest and aptitude for art, particularly drawing. He would recreate anything he could get
his hands on, from album covers to basketball cards. He
also loved to invent his own cartoon characters, creating
sketch after sketch of them. As a child, he participated in
and won several art competitions. He always took the art
projects he was doing very seriously, and spent great
time on them, sometimes even to his teacher’s disdain. It
was probably always evident that his future would
involve art in some form.
But it was while at college, away from home for the
first time, that Jonathan really developed his appreciation and love for the beauty of the Bahamas. As the
cliché goes, “Absence makes the heart grow fonder.” So
he decided to put that passion into his work. He devoted
much of his painting studies there to capturing Bahamian
scenery on the canvas. Most of his work at that time was
done completely from his head, and was in part an
attempt to feel closer to home.
To this day, Jonathan’s desire to recreate the Bahamas
on canvas remains, and he has learned that it takes many
years to perfect.
In November of 2001, Jonathan received first prize in
the Eighteenth Annual Central Bank of the Bahamas
Art Competition (the most prestigious local competition
for young artists)
He adds that he has a great deal of admiration for
Bahamian artists such as Rolfe Harris, Eddie Minnis and
Brent Malone.
Persons who missed the Colours of the Island exhibit
can catch an encore performance by scheduling a private
viewing with the artist or by attending Street of Wonders- An Experience of Architecture and Art which will
be held on Saturday June 25 from 11am -6pm and Saturday, June 26 from 1pm -5pm.
Street Of Wonders will be held at the Turnberry Town
Homes in Charlottesville. Admission is $5 with children
under ten free of charge. Proceeds from the event will go
to the Bahamas Humane Society and the Sea Horse
Institute.
Interested person can also register for the opportunity
to win a free art piece of art by calling 322-7770.
For more information visit www.bethelgallery.com.

JUNKANOO
COWBELLER

JONATHAN
BETHEL
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CultivatingBEAUTY

Carver Garden Club to host flower and plant show

FROM left to Right Carver Garden Club Member: Michelle Brennen, Virginia Campbell, Cynthia Gibbs and Shelia Cox.

By JEFFARAH GIBSON
Tribune Features Writer

B

EING in the company of Carver Garden Club members can
make you want to take a second look at your own yard and go
“Hmmm what can I do to make my
yard look much more appealing”?

They don’t need landscapers, it is at the
hands of their labour that their gardens conserve some of the most exotic plants and flowers in the Bahamas.
From their establishment in 1946, it has
been a desire held by all Carver Garden Club
members to inspire others to become environmentally aware and do their best to appreciate nature in its true beauty.
For that matter the club host a flower show
as often as possible to inspire individuals in the
community to take on a similar venture. And
this year the group is promoting a “Going
Green” theme.
Though putting on a show is an expensive
venture, the group puts on smaller events to
remain true to the constitution of the Carver
Garden Club.
“We want the public to get inspired because
we have a lot of plants that are unappreciated
in the Bahamas. We also want people to learn
as much about the plants as well. In our program for the show we have a list of the classes of plants so they can know what they are. So
it is also a learning experience,” said president of the Carver Garden Club, Cynthia
Gibbs.
“This is an opportunity for people to come
and enjoy the show, be in the company of
good people and reflect on the beauty of
nature,” Ms Gibbs told Tribune Arts.
The show is classified into two divisions -the
horticulture division and the design division.
All horticulture exhibits must be grown by
the exhibitor and only one plant is permitted

in a pot with the exception of plants that naturally have multiple suckers or stems. Additionally, all potted plants must be in the
exhibitor’s possession for at least three weeks.
Members participating in the show can enter
a maximum of three exhibits in the show.
There will also be awards given to the two
best in show in the horticulture and design
division. The best in show award for horticulture division will be given to the exhibit
that is judged the finest in horticulture. Likewise, the best in show award for the design
division will be given to the exhibit that is
judged the finest in design. And the sweep
stake award will be given to the exhibitor who
scores the highest number of points in both
design and horticulture.
“A plant doesn’t have to be perfect to enter
the show but it has to be at it’s best. We help
our members to become confident about their
plants. It is not necessary that our 30 members
enter a plant in the show but we try to encourage them to do so because the whole point
about being in the group is for it to be a fun
place and get inspiration from one another,”
Ms Gibbs explained.
Over the years the club has been involved in
number of community projects. They are
responsible for Poinciana Drive being named
as they planted the trees in that vicinity. They
have also beautified St Anne’s Church, The
Kirk, as well as St Matthew’s.
The flower show will be held this Saturday
at Serendipity, Lake Shore Drive from 2-6pm.
Flowers and plants will also be on sale.
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SEINFELD IS A COMEDIC HIT WITH
TOURISTS AND LOCALS A LIKE
By CELESTE NIXON
Tribune Staff Reporter
cnixon@tribunemedia.net
FOR A second year in a row,
comedian Jerry Seinfeld performed in front of a packed house
at the Imperial ballroom in
Atlantis Saturday night.
Similar to the type of humour
on the infamous ‘Seinfield’ sitcom, which he starred and co-created, Mr Seinfield makes hilarious
observations about the frustrations of everyday life, situations
ranging from marriage to cell
phone use and movie etiquette.
From the act it is clear that Mr
Seinfeld hasn’t lost any of his

sharp witty humour since the
show’s end more than a decade
ago.
Tom Papa, host of the comedy
show ‘The Marriage Ref’ warmed
up the audience, consisting mostly of vacationers, for what would
be an evening of non-stop laughter.
From the start of his 90 minute
act Mr Seinfeld had his audience
engaged and was energetically
funny throughout show.
Moving fluently from one topic
to another, Mr Seinfeld spoke of
family and kids saying it is much
easier to be married than single
and if anything happened to his
wife he would get someone to

replace her immediately, first person he saw on the street shopping
cart and all.
He poked fun at the obsessed
blackberry users who can’t hold a
proper conversation face to face
without rudely checking their
phones.
"So is it okay for me to hold
this magazine in front of your face
and read while you're talking?"
said Mr Seinfeld.
Unplanned surprises also added
to the show’s appeal for example
there was a slight glitch with the
lights in the middle of Mr Seinfeld
delivering a joke’s punch line, and
handling it like a professional he
stated that the light person must

have been rushing in from handling the water slides.
He added after being in comedy for 35 years, he knows that
once a joke has passed, it has
passed and while he may want to
go back to the joke and we may
want to him to go back the
moment is gone. However he
managed to make an exception
and it was even funnier than if it
hadn’t happened!
It was really a treat to see such
a huge star in his own element
continuing to make people happy
through laughter.
The Atlantis Resort hosted the
comedian as part of its Atlantis
Live Summer series.

JERRY SEINFELD

LIVE GREEN AT
LYFORD HILLS
NESTLED in the southwestern
corner of New Providence, far
away from the hustle and bustle of
Nassau’s commercial center, is a
place where the gently rolling land
creates a haven for families and
young professionals who want a
safe place to live, play and
socialise.
Lyford Hills was created as a
21st century environmentally conscious Green community with a
diversity of amenities to suit the
needs of the most demanding resident.
Spread over 100 acres, the new
Lyford Hills community embodies
the Green ethic in several ways.
First of all, over 10 acres of the
property will be lush green open
space, with parks that are interconnected throughout the community
and jogging trails that allow you to
go from one end of Lyford Hills to
the other, underneath lush
Bahamian coppice and past dazzling fresh water features that provide homes for wild water birds
and fish.
According to the Project Manager, Tennyson Wells II, “We are
also preserving native trees, including the increasingly rare
mahogany, paradise tree, and
pigeon plum, on the lots and, in
some instances, even transplanting
them to other areas of the development in order to keep them safe
for the enjoyment of the Lyford
Hill residents.”
The Lyford Hills Green vision
also extends to infrastructure
including the installation of a stateof-the-art energy efficient transformer that will save money on
utility bills for the homeowners in
Lyford Hills as well as underground utilities. Mr Wells says,
“Our Green vision will soon also
be visible along our streetscapes in
Lyford Hills which will be illuminated by solar powered street
lights.”
The development itself, with 126
lots in Phase One out of a total of
352 lots in all three phases, features
roadways that conform to the natural contour of the land, which creates winding roads with surprise

vistas around each bend. This
environmentally friendly manner
of road construction preserves the
existing road elevations and produces a safe network of roads that
do not encourage speeding and
evoke a relaxed country feeling.
Along these carefully designed
meandering roads, the breezy elevated lots of Lyford Hills range
from 8000 to 21,000 square feet,
from 8’ to 34’ above sea level and
feature stunning views of the island
and the sea beyond. Mr. Wells
adds, “Looking around Lyford
Hills, it’s hard to believe that all
this peaceful, serene beauty is so
conveniently located near shops,
schools, restaurants and beaches and only minutes from Lynden
Pindling International Airport and
just 20 minutes from downtown.”
For those who like the more
active life, it will all be there for
them in and around the Lyford
Hills 15,000 square foot Clubhouse. Once you’ve bought your
lot in Lyford Hills, you automatically become a member and have
access to all the Club’s amenities
like Squash and Racquet Ball
courts, Tennis courts, adult and
kiddy pools, a hot tub, a putting
green for the golfers, a restaurant,
a billiards room and meeting space.
Everything the active family needs
to fully enjoy their lives is right
there, just around the corner from
home.
Even in these challenging economic times, half the lots in Phase
One are already taken and on Saturday, June 18, there will be a
open house where interested persons can speak with bankers, realtors and representatives of the
Development Company.
As a very special bonus, the
developer will waive the Property
Owners’ Association fees for the
entire first year for anyone who
signs up for a lot at the Open
House. The waiving of these fees,
which cover things like maintenance of the parks, entrance, public buildings, road verges and
round the clock security guards,
represent a savings of $3000 for the
new Lyford Hills landowner.

THINGS2DO
JUNE 16 - THURSDAY

GATEHOUSE FLOWERS

BETTER ENTRY SIGN & GATEHOUSE

FRESH IDEAS FROM JUNIOR ACHIEVERS

DEREK SMITH, JR./Photo

“THIS IS NOT A FAIRY TALE” EXHIBITION OPENING

• Holly Parotti opens the exhibition “This Is Not A Fairy
Tale”, a collection of shots capturing fleeting yet vastly emotional moments found in everyday objects. 6.30pm-9.30pm at
PopOp Studios. Exhibition runs until Friday, June 24. See
http://www.popopstudios.com.
JUNE 16 - THURSDAY

DOCTOR'S HOSPITAL LECTURE: “MEN'S HEALTH”

• Doctor's Hospital presents it’s Distinguished Lecture
Series for the month of June on the topic, “Men's Health”
with Dr Leonard Stevens. 6pm in the hospital's Conference
Room. RSVP, Telephone: 302-4603.
JUNE 18 - SATURDAY

HYPERMEDIA'S COMEDY JAM ALL STARS

• Hypermedia Entertainment presents “Comedy Jam All
Stars” for Father's Day weekend, starring Doug Williams,
Cory Fernandez, Snick, and Brandon Marshall and hosted
by Brooklyn Mike. Cost: $35/general; $50/VIP; $500/tables
for 6 and includes a bottle of champagne. Tickets available
at Alpha Sounds, Telephone: 322-1137; I Catching Boutique,
Telephone: 394-3994; Hypermedia Ticket Delivery, Telephone: 432-3186 or E: hypermediaent@live.com.
JUNE 20 - JULY 22

CAMPERDOWN RIDING CLUB'S HORSEBACK RIDING CAMP

• Camperdown Riding Club presents it’s Horseback Riding club with daily riding lessons, lessons in horse care,
bathing and grooming, games, swimming with horses and
weekly pizza parties. Telephone: 324-2065. Email: camperdownrc@gmail.com.

YOUNG entrepreneurs get experience
in designing, naming and running companies through the internationally recognised Junior Achievement (JA) program.
In New Providence where Lashanta Smith
(standing) is program manager, about a
dozen companies sponsor JA clubs, each
with committees that oversee company
operations from product development to

marketing. Come the end of the school
year, committee heads compete for top
honours as their 'businesses' turn in results
from sales. Here, award-winning public
relations executive Diane Phillips, who
served as the public relations judge, interviews Queen's College student O'Neil
Miller.
"They get it," Phillips said. "Their com-

prehension of what public relations is was
impressive and their understanding of the
importance of goal setting, strategy and
time management went way beyond what
you would have expected for their years.
Very good to excellent performances all."
Awards will be presented at a ceremony on June 29 at the Willamae Bridgewater Convention Centre, Farrington Road.
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ROYAL POINCIANA
WHENEVER you see a list
of the world’s top ten most
beautiful trees, royal poinciana
is always there – usually
towards or at the top of the list.
The reason is obvious: the royal poinciana in bloom is like a
gigantic bouquet of flowers,
predominantly red with
diminutive white counterpoints,
maybe a few patches of foliage
for contrast.
The royal poinciana is one
of a number of deciduous trees
that produce flowers from bare
limbs, the foliage following
quickly after. By the time the
flowers have formed seedpods
the tree has all its leaves in full
glory. These fall in autumn and
an adult tree goes from a beauty to a crone. Young royal
poinciana trees maintain their
fern-like foliage through the
winter.
Do not plant royal poinciana
in your yard unless you have a
vast estate. There are quite
enough already in Nassau and
other major settlements. In a
small yard the trees spread a
great deal of detritus and are a
liability during hurricanes. The
myriad branches encourage
youngsters to climb but the
brittle nature of the limbs
makes this a dangerous exercise.
Royal poinciana comes to us
from Madagascar, that remarkable island that separated from
the African mainland long ago
and thereby became the preserve of hundreds of unique
plant and animal forms. There
is a yellow form of royal poinciana that is quite rare.
Another tree I mentally put
in the same category as royal
poinciana is jacaranda. The two
are not related and, in fact, the
jacaranda is only marginally a
sub-tropical tree. It comes from
northern Argentina/southern
Brazil and has thrived in
Mediterranean type climates in
California, South Africa and
Australia. They say that Pretoria in May looks blue from
the surrounding hills, caused
by the thousands of avenue
jacarandas that line the city’s
streets.
Close inspection of a jacaran-

da flower shows it to be a reddish purple but from a distance
it appears royal blue.
Flowering time is March and
April in The Bahamas and the
flowering season is all too brief.
The jacaranda foliage of compound leaves is similar to that
of royal poinciana but seems
to be denser, making the tree a
good summer shade tree.
A beautiful shrub that is
related to royal poinciana is
Caesalpinia pulcherrima, c o mmonly called pride of Barbados or dwarf poinciana. I
understand it is used in Barbados as a boundary hedge
because of the wicked curved
thorns that make it an effective obstacle.
Pride of Barbados grows
from 12 to 15 feet tall and bears
panicles of red flowers that are
edged in gold. The shrub seems
to do well in fairly poor soil
and bears flowers, on and off,
throughout the year. It is
remarkably drought resistant
and needs little to no care once
established in the garden. Propagation is usually from seed.
There is a yellow form of
pride of Barbados that I consider to be even prettier than
the red form as the growth is
more compact. The contrast of
the yellow flowers to the green
foliage is cool and pleasant.
In August we will see the
blossoming of a tree that is
often called yellow poinciana,
an unfortunate name because
the two are only distantly related. Peltophorum pterocarpum
is a handsome tree that bears
upright panicles of yellow flowers that give way to coppercoloured seedpods that are
quite attractive. I usually refer
to the tree as peltophorum and
would prefer the common
name of ‘copper pod tree’ to
yellow poinciana.
The peltophorum keeps its
leaves in winter and is therefore a wonderful avenue tree.
In Marsh Harbour, the car park
of New Vision church has been
set out with peltophorum and
looks very pleasant.

A LONE royal poinciana brightens a corner of Marsh Harbour.

THE COOL blue of
jacaranda flowers
makes it a subtropical favourite
around the world.

• gardenerjack@coralwave.com

J

ust a few images of what we the
Bahamas looked like 40...50...60...
years in the past
BY ROLAND ROSE

This is the ESSO Standard tank farm on Hog Island, (now
Paradise Island). The government isolated it here for safety
reasons, and it was eventually moved to Clifton Pier.
It was manage by John Berdell Key, who remembers vast
orange groves which the tourists ate on their way to Paradise
Beach.
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YA HEAR

•

G O S S I P

C O R N E R

•

• YA HEAR Bronny Boy, I Mean
Lebron James, made an escape
here to the Bahamas after his loss
to Dallas in the championship finals
last week? Well he’s here vacationing and he was spotted shopping in
Marina Village Atlantis, Paradise
Island on Monday, walking around
full of smiles.

• YA HEAR the Mavs was partying
with the Miami fans after their big
win Sunday night? Yes, the teammates were partying at Club LIV in
Miami with their championship trophy. Now “aint” that a blow! Mark
Cuban, the owner of the Mavs
danced and celebrated with his
team to celebrate the team’s very
FIRST Win in NBA History, GO
Mavs! Congrats.
• YA HEAR this hot piece? More in
basketball news, Rapper Birdman
of Cash Money Records lost 2 million bucks after the Miami Heat
loss. The die hard Miami Heat fan
made a bet of 2 mill in hopes of the
Heat winning the championship.
Along with the heat, he lost this
one.

By LESH

N

ASSAU will be highlighted this Summer Season as the
Ultra Exclusive "All of the Lights" Party will be featuring
American Rapper and Songwriter, Trina along with the
rising Hawaiian based recording artist J Boog this Saturday
Live at Club Luna.
The musical line-up for the long awaited night includes the sounds of some of
the Bahamas' best DJs such as; Dion
da' Butcha, DJ Chronic, Selecta Ty,
Supa Mario, Big L and Tiko T and Risky
of E Life 242 is set to keep the crowd
entertained by hosting.
In an interview with In Ya Ear, Promoter Jaimee Gaskins of Grand Bahama
explained her reasons for choosing the
artist Trina and J Boog to perform at
"All of the lights": "I chose Trina
because many persons, women especially, respect her very much as an artist.
The art of rap is mainly male turf, and
Trina is one of the few women to master
it and stay relevant.
"J Boog was chosen mainly because of
his hit song "One Night Stand/Nice To
Know Ya", that hit the airways last year.
J Boog has never performed in the
Bahamas but Trina has performed a few
times and is no stranger to our shores,"
she said.
"The Diamond Princess" as Trina is
often called, has made appearances and
performed in Nassau and Grand
Bahama a few times over the years.
Speaking on the name of the party
"All of the lights," Ms Gaskins added: "
I am the ultimate fan of Kanye West
and I follow his music very closely. Many
of his songs I can relate to and "All of
The Lights" is one of them. I think the
phrase "All of The Lights" is about living a certain lifestyle, one of constant
limelight and luxury."

DIAMOND PRINCESS
She continues: "For the normal person life does not entail many red carpet
parties with champagne and paparazzi.
However, even the average Joe and
Jane sometimes have the urge to be in
the spotlight and feel like a star. The
"All of the Lights Party" intends to
bring that to life, for one night only. I
think the "All of The Lights" party will
be a success considering the time of
the year chosen to host it and because
of the line up of performances and
DJs."
Luna's venue was chosen because
it is the ideal set up for this particular
event. "Guests of the party will be comfortable and able to enjoy themselves

• YA HEAR Comedian Katt
Williams has been arrested yet
again? According to Blog sites, the
comedian was arrested for intimidating a witness after a group of
women began throwing rocks and
dirt at a tractor worker.

as they should," she says.
Going further, patrons can be sure
that there will not be a dull moment in
Club Luna this Saturday, apart from
the performances by Trina And JBoog,
Bahamian artists MDeez, Big AC and
Raquel Oliver will also get a chance
to entertain the crowd with their homegrown talents.

• YA HEAR RiRi and Drake spent
the weekend together, yes “together,” in Montreal Canada? The two
have always been in the headlines
of gossip news sites suspected of
being in a secret relationship. They
were spotted in Canada leaving
Drake’s hotel and headed to dinner
at the Buonanotte Restaurant.

PRE PARTY
"There will not be an official Pre Party. Many events will be happening in
the earlier part of the night, Sunshine
Auto’s Car Show and a comedy show
to name a few, but we think all roads
will eventually lead to Club Luna
the night of June 18," Ms Gaskins
said.
In Ya Ear understands that this
is the first time Ms Gaskins has
been involved in entertainment
such as this one. She explains :
"With the help of Cyclone
Entertainment and a few others, I am learning the ropes
of the business and I think
that planning and promoting
this party will give me the
exposure to be able to 'spread
my wings' in my future ventures. I am honestly very nervous, but also excited and ready
to take on the night.”
Sponsors for "All of The
Lights" are Triple Crown Entertainment, Alpha Sounds, Cyclone
Entertainment, Airbrush Junkies,
SME, and E LIFE 242. The Promotion for this event has been
an effort by many different teams
such as; 3 LITE Entertainment,
Terrible T, Cyclone Entertainment, Triple Crown Entertainment, Selecta Jimbo and Dion
Da Butcha.
All interested persons can
purchase tickets at Alpha
Sounds and Airbrush
Junkies. Persons
who wish to
RSVP for the
Personal "Diamond Service
Section" can
call 428-5918.

• YA HEAR Wiz Khalifa and girlfriend Amber Rose was stereotyped in Beverly Hills? The couple,
along with a few of their family
members were shopping at Barney’s, an upscale store in the hills
and being unrecognizable to the
employees of the store, Wiz was
treated as if he was there to steal
something. He and his girlfriend
quickly left the store.

10RADIO
ROLLING IN
THE DEEP
– Adele

E.T.

– Katy Perry feat. Kanye West

GIVE ME
EVERYTHING
– Pitbull

JUST CAN’T
GET ENOUGH

– The Black Eyed Peas

ON THE FLOOR

– Jennifer Lopez feat. Pitbull

THE LAZY SONG
– Bruno Mars

THE SHOW GOES ON
– Lupe Fiasco

ROLL UP
– Wiz Khalifa

LOOK AT ME NOW
– Chris Brown

THE KING OF R&B IS BACK WITH A ‘RADIO MESSAGE’
By FARAH
R KELLY had every right to end his video
response to a jab by R&B artist Trey Songz,
by saying “Elephants don’t swap flies”. And
while I love Trey Songz very much, he overstepped his boundaries by saying the king of
soul was chasing trends by using auto tunes in
his music.
R Kelly has proven that he doesn’t need to
chase trends just to stay relevant and he shows
that in his latest music video Radio Message.
The R&B veteran premiered the music
video to his new single "Radio Message,"
which is lifted off his critically acclaimed
album 'Love Letter on 106 & Park Monday
evening.
Radio Message takes me back to the time
when “If I Can Turn Back Hands of Time”
“You Remind Me Of Something” or
“Bump N Grind” were the hits.
R Kelly has always been gifted with his
unique ability to make a sensual love song

out of any object or topic.
In Radio Message, he is trying to get the
woman he loves to change her mind about
leaving the relationship. A radio station is
giving away tickets to the twelfth caller. R
Kelly is the twelfth caller and as romantically inclined as we all know he is, he sings his
message over the radio hoping his special
lady is listening:
“This is a radio message to my baby,
And Iʼm begging her Come back, come
back,
come back, come back.”
I don’t doubt that after seeing this video,
men who have screwed up will try to reach
out to their lovers with a radio message.
And it might just work because R Kelly
did get his lady back even though the video
only shows her feet stepping into the door.
The song is smooth, sensual, and is actually a breath of fresh as opposed to more

“sexier” R&B songs. It brings a blissful
feeling towards love and all that goes along
with it such as the break ups and makeups.
What a soft-focused romantic gesture from
Kells!
On the set of the video, R Kelly says
that Radio Message is a very special
song to him. He also spoke about
the Love Letter album and tour.
“The Love Letter album is
doing great. The Love Letter
tour is selling out everywhere. I am so happy that
the fans are out there
believing in me still. It has
been twenty years I have
been doing this and I am
so excited. I finna do the
Benjamin Button I don’t
know what other artists
are doing but I am
going to do the Benjamin Button.”

R KELLY

